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The ·Bradys and the Man Next Door
OR, THE MYSTERY HOUSE ON HIGH STREET
By
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A
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YORK

I.-That Noisv House Next Door.

"Ye ," . sa)d the elderly man with the yellow
tie, as he lit a zyesh cigar, "I have given up
trYing- to !';Olve the mystery or to rent the house.
M.y intention is to pull it down next sprin~ It
is· old-fa shioned, anyway, and I can get a better
1·eturn fo.r my mone y bv putting- up a fiat. Very
likely I shall pull my own house down, too, and
build a pair of them."
"And how will your neig-hbors like that?" asked the little man seated ouposite. "Hig-h street
l:as not started to run to flats yet. It would be
a pity to set the nace. Perhap you don't know
it, but I own t he house at the end of your block,
Judge Acton."
The man with the yellow tie s~e med but mildly
interested.
"Indeed." he said . "So you know me. Might
I ask your name?"·
"It is Redding-J. C. Reddin,g-. I no longer
liYe in Denver, although I did at the time I purcha ~ed that property. You we1·e then just coming
tn the front as a practisjng Iawver. Since then
vou l1ave been several terms on the bench ,
and--"
"And am now on the retired list," broke in
Judge Acton. "But reall y, Mr. Redding, something- has to be done with that hou se next door."
Thi s conversation took place in the smoking
compartment of the Pullman San Pedro, of the
Denver fl yer, one evening in )\'lay, 19-. There
were two other smoker!? in this Pullman compartment, one a grave lookins::- gentleman, who
had as yet not mingled in the conversation , but
he "butted in" now, saying:
"Gentleman, I could not, of course avoid
hearing vour conversation. Mav I a sk, Judg-e
Acton, if vou have tried detectives?-"
"Twice," replied the judge. "Two years :--go
I gave the case to the famous Pinkerton Agency
£ Chicago. They worked over it for a month
and could make nothing- of the m ystery except
a good-sized bill for me to -pay. One of our
loc.al detectives had it in hand before that with
• the same lack of success."
"My name is S-palding," continued the gentleman. "I am ex-Chief o:£ Police of Albany, N. Y.

DET E CTIVE

I merely wish to remark that there is a man on

this train who can solve vour mystery, Judg-e,
if it lies in the power of man to do it."
The judg-e nodded.
"A detective?" he inquired.
"Yes."
"What name?"
"Brady."
"Do you mean the famous Old King- Brady?"
"The same."
"I have heard of him. of course. Has headquarters in New York , has he not?"
"Yes. The Brady Detective Bureau is located
on Union Square at the present time."
"I should like well enou!!'h to meet him," said
the judg-e, "but I don't know that I should care
to emplov him . As I said before, it is my intention to Pull these houses down in the spring-.
Meanwhile, it is a matter of indifference whether
the house in question is rented or not."·
Whereupon the judg-e arose and left the smoking--car.
"It is a shame to put flats on that block," .remarked Mr. Redding-_ "I wish it was possible to
arouse a little neig-hborly' spirit in that man. Of
course, there must be a reason for these noises.
It oug-ht not to be difficult to get at the cause."
"The iudge seemed scarcely interested," said
Mr. Spalding. ·
"But I am," spoke up the stout man to whom
Judg-e Acton had been orig-inallv speaking-. . "I
live next door the other way. The nuisance has
become intolerable. Moreover, like Mr. Redding-,
I obj ect to flats on that block. I have only owned
my house six months, and certainly never should
have bought it if I had known what I was going
up ag-ainst. I should g-reatly like to have a talk
with your friend the detective, Mr. Spalding-." ·
"Wait," said the ex-chief. "As it happens, Old
King Brady is under some slight obligation to
me. I will see if I can't get h im in .here. and
we will p ut the case to him; that is, sir, if you
really care to consider eng-aging him."
"I cer tainly do," replied the stout gen tleman.
I have been thinking of employing a detective
for some time. Of course, it is rea ll ~r J udge
Acton's business, but since he declines to move
in the matter, I see no reason why I should not
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trv to abate the nuisance since I also am the man
next door. Here is my card."
The card read:
"Mr. William Stover."
The ex-chief took the card and withdrew, presently returning· with two gentlemen. One was
a tall , elderlv man of striking- aopearance and
peculiar dress. He wore a long-. blue coat with
brass buttons. an old-fashioned stock and standup collar, and a lar.!!'e, white felt hat with an
extra broad brim. His ompanion was a fine
looking young- fellow in his twenties. These were
none others than the world-famous Bradys, of
New York. Mr. St over was intr oduced; also Mr.
Redding-.
"Braclv." said Mr. Spalding-, addressing the
elder detective familiarly, "I know you love a
mystery, and we were just discussing- one. We
should . like your opinion upon it. It is a case
of a so-called haunted house."
The old detective smiled.
"I suppose," remarked· Mr. Stover, "that you
have had many such cases in your time, Mr.
BradT."
"A g-reat many," replied the old detective, "and
I have yet to see my first ghost."
"I don't know' that there are any g-hosts connected with tQ.is," said Mr. Stover. "It is like
this. On Hij<h street, in Denver, next door to
where I live, is a fine brick house in which no
one can live permanently on account of the noises
which g·o on these nig-hts. They are not continu ous. Sometimes they are not heard for longintervals I am informed by Judge Acton, who
own s the house and lives next door the other
wav. but ever since I have lived in my house,
which is now six months, thev have been going
on more or less all the time."
"And what form do these noises take?" inquired Old King- Brady, accepting the cigar offer by Mr. Stover.
"Heavy pounding, apparently, in the · cellar at
times. · Then again the noise is heard in different parts of the house, but this more rarely.
Evet·y once in a while there will come a muffled
explosion which makes the whole house tremble,
and mine with it. After one of these explosions,
as we call them, the pounding generally ceases
for a number of days."
"And this is all there is to it?" asked Old King
Brady.
"That is all. It is most annoying-, I assure
you."
"And what does Judg-e Acton say a~out it?"
"He claims to have done everything in his
power to solve the mystery, even to employing
such detectives as the Pinkertons, all of whom
have failed. As for myself, I have reported the
matter to the oolice and the Board of Health,
but I can't !!et them to interest themselves. They
h ave pretended to investig-ate. but nothing- has
come of it. If you would take the matter up-"
"It will be impossible," broke in Old King
Brady. "We ar e visiting- Denver on important
business, which will fu ll y occupy our time. Just
the same I will look in on you tomor row night
NM "'~~ if I can offer any sugg·estion, Mr. St over.
1'3 ther e n o factor y near you? If you happen to
be on t he line of the ledge, so und will carr y a

long- way, you know, and sometimes in a very
mysterious fashion."
This was the beginning- of it.
True to his promise, Old King- Brad y did call
at Mr. Stover's ltouse next evening-, but it was
only to be informed that the g-entleman had been
called awav for a day or two, whereupon the old
detective .dismissed the matter from his mind.
A week passed. It was a rainv evening and
the detectives were seated in their private paljlor
along with their accomplished female partner,
Miss Alice Montg-omery, when the mystery of
the house on High street was brought up again
in a new form.
A card was handed in bearing the name Mrs.
Thomas P . Acton.
"The ladv is very anxious to see you, sir," the
page said to the old detective.
"Let her be shown right up," was the reply.
"Who is she?" · a sked Alice Montg-omery.
"Wife of Judge Acton, who owns that house
on Hig-h street, where the noises are," replied
the old detect ive.
"By the way," remarked Young King Brady,
"I hear that Judge Acton is a very rich man."
"So I am told," replied the old detective. "I
can hardly imag-ine what his wife wants of me,
though, unless it is in connection with the noises
in that house, and from what Mr. Stover said
that evening- on the Pullman, the judge was
rather indifferent about the matter. But here
comes the lad y herself, and now we shall know."
Mrs. Acton was announced. She was a large,
showy woman of over forty.
"Mr. Brady?" she questioned, as she swept into
the room.
"Yes, madam," replied the old detective. "I
am Old King· Brady. This is my partner, Young
King- Brady. This lady is also my partner-Miss
Alice Montg-omery."
. "I have heard of you all," replied Mrs. Acton,
dropping into the chair which Old King- Brady
placed for 'her. "Mv husband, Judge Acton, was
speaking- about you last tirrle I saw him. He
nad some idea of employing you to tn· to solve
the cause of ce1tain noises where he lives. I believe he met you on the train."
"No: we did not have the pleasure of meeting
the judge. But we heard about the mattet' ~
through a Mr. Stover, who lives next door to that
house on the other side."
"I don't know him. The fact is I mav as well
tell you I am separated from the ju-d ge, Mr.
Brady. I haven't lived in that house for the
last two years. I just couldn't stand it. The
noises were terrible, but not altogether on that
account. We had our differences. We have kept
on good terms, thoYgh. He has been in the habit
of calling- on me once a week to see if I wanted
anything-. Then we often talked over the telephone."
"What is the woman drivin~ at?" Old Kin_g:
Brady a sked himself as he waited for her to
come to the point.
"It is the most mysterious thing about t"llose
noises ," she continued. "Such a pounding a n
bangin_g: yo u never heard ; -t hen all at once pop,
and something goes off. One would supp ose
they were blasting- rocks down cellar. As for
keeping- a tenant in the house, that':;; impossible,
and- -" .
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"Pardon me, :'.Irs. Acton, but mav I a~k the
ob.iect of ,·our call?" broke in Old Kin.~r Brad~·.
seein l! no other way. .
.
"I am afraid somethmg has !!one wrong w1th
the judge," was the reply. "~ince I lef t l1im
he has been living alone there m the house and
l!ettin~t his meals at the hoteL
About an hour
a~·o I was called up on the telephone.
I heard
the judge at the other end of the wire . . 'Annie,'
he called, and his voice. was muffled hke. 'for
heaven's sake, come QUJck and .~ret me out of·
th is. 1--' That's as far a s he J!Ot. 1 heard
a fa ll then. Of course, I was scar-ed, :'11r. Brady.
J called a cab and went ri~rht around there. I
can't ~ret in. The house is all locked up and
T~e judge
1Jark, and nobod v will answer th~ bell.
once told me that in case anythmg pe~uhar ever
ha ppened to him. not. to go to the Poh~e. but to
~t et a private detectJve, so remembenng what
hE' said about vou beinl! one of the bil!ge"t detectives in the country, I drove here. And will
vou please go back with me. I am terribl,· wori·ied. Even if the .iud~· e and I have had OU!' differences , and can't live toJ<ether, I wouldn 't like
to see any har~ come to him .. for--."
As it was plam that sh e was hkeh• to talk on
indefinitely. Old I<inl!' Brady broke in ae-ain.
"Let us waste no time, madam," he said . "VI'e
better e:o there at once. Let u. all I!O and see
what this m~· sterv mean s."
And thev went.

CHAPTER 11.-The

~1~·ster y

of

Jud.~re

Acton.

8

·'Looks bad." !'aiel .1r. St oYer, "but Acton is
one of the mo~t mysterious of men, so it mav
:>mount to nothin g-. 1 !'uppose we can get into
the t-ack \'arc! from the allev. I presume he
ha~ " !?.'ate same as I have. Come with me."
''How about t he noises?" inquired the old detect ive a <: he followed Mr. Stover into the vard.
"Haven't heard a sound since 1 got home." was
the rPnlv. "so if vou had e-one on the watch it
proh ~ bh· woultl not have done much good."
"You have been in the house?"
"Once with that man next door afi we have P'Ot
to callini!' Acton. mY wife and I. and mighty surly
he was about letting me in, too. 1t ha:; a lwavfi
been my idea that he knew more about the mysten' than he cared to let on. I take no stock
in thP .iudge. and never did ."
Old Kine- Brady found no difficulty in openin g
the rrate. but when he came to try t he back door
he 'found the same conditions. The door was
not onlv bolted on the inside. but the windows
were nailed.
"We can do nothing here,'' declared the old
detE-ctive. "We must trv the roof. "
"You will s urel y find the scuttle fastened
down," replied Mr. Stover.
"Have you a hammer and chisel?"
"Yes." ·
"It will take me but a few minutes to onen
the scuttle then. Let us hurry. I left Mrs.
Acton in great an~iety."
They hurried back into Mr. Stover's house.
Scarce had thev entered it when a dull pounding
made itself heard.
"There! Did vou hear that?" demanded lllr.
Stover. "They are at it .again."
"Seems to be in your cellar,'' remarked the
old cletective.
"Wouldn't you think so?" wafi the repl y.
"Down there it sounds as if it came from the
cellar next door, as it d oes, no doubt."
"What did you see when you were in there?"
"Nothing- at all. The cellar was absolutely

Old Kinl! Brad~r rode to Hil!h street with Mrs.
Acton in her cab, Harry and Alice following
in another. During the ·ride the old detectiYe
iust let the woman talk a she would, for it
~eemed of little use to trv to get in a word
edgewise. Listening, Old King Brady drew several conclusions.
T hat Judge Acton ·was a very wealthy man; empt~·."
"Did the noise keep right up while vou were
that he was also an eccentric and highly secretive
man; tl1at Mrs. Acton knew next to nothin.~r of there?"
her husband's affairs, and cared less, so long as
"No; there wasn't a sound, but .iu. t as ever I
the exceedingly liberal allowance which he had
.~rot into m y own house it began again."
been in the habit of mak ing- her kept on comin_g-.
This conversation was carried on while 1\fr.
Reacl1ing the house, which was a substantial, Stover was getting the tools and leading the
four-story dwelling of white brick, one of a way to the roof. Bv thi s time they had reac hed
1·ow of three, the old detectives tried to effect an it, and, crossing over to the roof of Jud~·e Acentrance, but failed. The upper and lower doors ton's house, Old King Brad v tried the scuttle,
were both bolted on the •inside as well as locked. finding it secured below, as he expected. With
An examination of the vacant house next door a pecu1iar tool w ch he produced from his pocl<et
revealed the same condition of affairs.
he ripped off a strip of tin from the scuttle
"We mu st see what can be done by way of the cover, and then with the hammer and chisel soon
1·oof or the rear," said the old detecti\ie. "I will demolished enough of the cove1· itself to enable
rinl! Mr. Stover's bell. You folks get back into him to get at the hasps. Entrance had now been
the cabs. We don't want to attract toa much effected.
·
attention."
"I will let the wife in before I make any
Mr. Stover was at home, it seemed, and he examination." said the old detective. "I may
Promptly .ioined the old detective in the hall.
conclude not to take up th e case if anything
~
"Oh! It is you,'' he said. "I owe you an · serious has occurred."
apolo.~rv for· not keeping mv appointment with
"The house seems as still a s death," remarked
vou the other ni~·ht. Had to rro to Colorado Mr. Stover as aided by Old King Brady's flashSpring-s unexpectedly. I have been meaning to light they descended the stairs to the front.door.
call on you . Do you come' to look into my It was locked, bolted and chained.
mystery ?"
"Note all this, Mr. Stover," said the old de"~oi exact!~·." replied Old King Brady, and he tective as he undid the fastenings.
hurriedly explained.
"You are fixing up to use me as a witne:;s,

-,
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I see," remarked Stover. "All right. Go ahead.
I've always had a lot of curiosity about the
man next door."
·
And adopting- this form of speech, the Bradys
came to call this the case of "The Ma11 Next
Door."
Mrs. Acton came rig·ht in with Harry and Alice
now.
"How did vou finally g-et in?" she asked.
"Bv way of the roof, madam," replied the old
detective.
.
"Have vou seen anvthin~r of the judge?"
"No, we have not looked. Allow me to intl·oduce Mr. Stover, who lives two doors below.
Now. wh)ch is the iudge's room?" ·
"It used to be the hac· chamber upstairs on
the next floor" was the reoly. "but the telephone
is in the libr~rv at the "nd of this hall."
"We will look in there first." said the old
detective, who had lighted the gas. ·
As the y walked to the back of the . hall they
came upon three large trunks piled up.
I "Why it looks as if the jud'ge was getting
ready t~ go away somewhere. He never said a
wr-r·d to me about it." exclaimed the lady.
13ang! Bang! Bang! Three dull, muffled
strokes were heard next door.
"There! Do you hear?" exclaimed Mrs. Acton. "That is going- on all the time. Do you
wonder I could not live in this house?"
Bang! Bang! Bang! Thrice again the poundimr was heard. and then silence. Old King Brady
opened the librarv door . . The r.oom was filled
with packinl!" cases, littered with straw and newspapers.
''Why, he has pulled everything- to pieces,"
cried Mrs. Acton. "It looks as if he meant to
move away."
Old King Bradv lit a gas-jet here.
"And all the pictures are ~!One!" cried Mrs.
-' Acton, lookinl!" through into the front niirlor,
which was in the l':ame condition as the library.
"What can it mean?" ·
"No telephone here," remarked Old King
Brady. "We better P'O unstairs."
They ascended to the floor above where Mrs.
Acton. hurryiTll!" ahead, threw open the door of
the rear chamber.
"Judge! Judge!" she called.
There was no answer. Old King- Brady flashed h;s lil!"ht in through the dooT.
"Mercy on us!" screamed Mrs. Acton. "They
have murdered the '1)oor man."
The floor, which was bare. was splashed with
blood . So were the walls. It looked, indeed. as
if murder might have been don
But if so, then
where was the vict]m? Old King- Brady hastened
to lig-ht the g-as. Nothinl! could be seen of Judg-e
Acton dead or alive. Here everything- was packed up as below stairs. The telephone was between the windows. The floor directly in front
of it was where the worst of the blood stains
were, but there were others near the door.
"Dreadful! Dreadful! They have murdered
him!" wailed Mrs. Acton, covering- her eyes with
her hands.
"Indeed, it looks like it," said Stover.
"They-who, madam?" demanded Old King
Brady.
"Of course I don't know." was the reply. "I
mean whoever they are who did it."

Perhaps Old King Bradv mig-ht have passed
the point further, but just. then the attention of
everyone was drawn tQ. the mYstery of the hou, e
next door, for at the same instant a dull, muffied
explusion was heard, and the house· slightly tremhl~ .
•
.·
"There you are, Mr. Brady!" exclaimed Stover.
"No more pounding to-night, and perhaps not for
several days to come. "

CHAPTER

III.-The ·Night Watch
Judg-e's House.

At

the

"Yes," remarked Old King Brady, "I have decided to take up the case of The Man Next Door
as Mr. Stover calls it. As to who I am workingfor, nothing- need be said. I shall not commit
myself, either, to Stover or Mrs. Acton. The
mysterv interests me, so I propose to work independently of both."
It was late on the following aftemoon that
Old King Brady made these remarks to Harry
and Alice at the hotel. The High street mystery had.now become public property. The afternoon papers were full of it. The police had
taken a hand in the case, but with no succe&s. Not a trace could be found of Judge Acton. The
man, it appeared, had not been seen since the
day following his return from Kansas City, when
he came over the plains on the same train with
the Bradys.
The papers had a lot to say about the judge's
wealth, his manners in money matters, and his
peculiar ·habits. Exaggerated accounts of the
mysterious noises also fi_gured in all the afternoon papers. Thus g·eneral attention was attracted to the mystery of the hou e on H igh
street. Harry and A'lice had been busy with
another matter all day, lmt Old King Brady had
found time to make a verv thorough examination of both houses. If anything in the line of
secret rooms or panels existed, then the old
detective, who is most skilful in such matters,
failed to find it.
The m\'stery of the iudge's telephone call and
disappearance was made all the more peculia·r ,
from the fact of the house being· closed, for it
was the same with every door, and· when Oid
King Brady came. to examine the lower window:'!,
he found that all without exception had been
nailed up. The work appeared to have been recenth· done. That Judg-e Acton was on 'the point
of leaving the. house pe.,;manently was made all
the more certain from the finding of two !!.-rips
packed with his personal belonging-s:
These Mrs. Acton insisted upon taking away
with her in the cab. As both were locked they
were not opened. Old King Bradv sugg-ested
that he could easily open then1, but ·to this Mrs.
Actqn would no.t listen, saying that she did not
propbse to disturb them until it became certain
that her husband was dead.
Old King Brady did not feel that he had any
right to interfere, but he did not like it, and
when Mrs. Acton wanted him to take up the
case and search for the judge on her a<X:ount, he
declined, but offered to do so on his own account,
whieh seemed to suit quite as well. So during
the day the old detective took the trouble to pro·
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vide himself with ken to both houses, intending to put in the night on High street if it came
around right. And it did. With Harry and
Alice he went to Judge Acton's house about nine
o'clock, finding an officer on g-uard there.
"I'm 1·ig-ht g-lad youse have come," said the
policeman. "It was likely to be mig-hty lonely
here. I don't know what's the good of me stopping here, anyway, unless it is to guard all these
thing-s. The judge has been murdered all rig-ht,
but how they ever managed to get him out and
leave all the doors and windows fastened behind .
them is what beats me."
"That's the mystery of it," replied the old detective, adding:
"But about the noi:;es ne:-..-t door, officer. Have
vou heard anythine: ?"
"Not a sound," replied the policeman. "I don't
know if there's any truth in that yarn or no."
"Oh, there is. We heard the noises last nig-ht
our;;elves."
"Did vou then? I didn't know but it was just
newspaper talk. What did they sound like?"
•
"Heavy pounding, ending up with a slight exvlo, ion, which made · this house tremble a little."
"It i ven· strange."
"Did you know Judge Acton ? "
"Only by sight, .Mr. Brady. He was a Queer
man."
''ln what way ?"
"Well, what I had reference to was his habit
of wandering about late at night. Many a time
I've met him."
"Near here?"
"Yes, si r. Always near here. Alwa ys going
along with his head down."
"How late, for instance?"
"One or two o'clock in the morning."
"Often?"
"Very often. Two or three times a week."
"Did you ever s peak to him?"
"Once 1 did. I says, "Good-evenin', judge.
Yer out late.' 'I can't sleep,' he say s; and on he
walked without even rai sing his head and looking at me. There was sure something wrong
with the old man in his mind.''
"If you have been long on thi s beat it's a wonder vou never heard the noi ses in this house
next door, officer."
"Well, I never did, sir, and many's ' the time I
have listened for them, too. That's hy I never
believed the yarn.''
"We will go upstah·s," said Old King Brady.
"] am going- to look fo1· secret panels."
"Make yourself at home,'' said .the policeman.
"My order are to watch near the door, so I'll
stop here."
They ascended . to the judge's room. We have
spoken of everything being Packed up here, but
the as;;ertion was a little too sweeping. Certain
articles of furnitm·e, among them a bureau, a
table an d chairs, had not been disturbed. It was
warm with the gas lit, for the day had been
almost hot. The Bradys removed their hat s and
even Alice took off hers, feeling that she would
be more comfortable. A careful search for whatever secrets the room had to offer now began.
"If there is a secret door here we'll find it,''
declared the old detective.
''Did the judge build t hese houses?" inQuired
Harr y.

"He did not,'' replied the old detective. "I inQuired into that matter particularly. He bought
the three houses as they stand, afterwards sellinp: the one Stover now owns.''
"How long ago was this?"
"About five vear s, I understand.''
"Do you know who did build them?"
"No; that I failed .to learn.''
"But they have been built some time, evidently.''
· "Yes. for over twenty years, I am informed.''
"What is your versonal theory as to this
strange business, Mr. Brady?" asked Alice.
"I reall y can't say that I have formed one,''
replied the old detective. "It can scarcely be a
case of counterfeiters. They never would choose
a place so unsuitable and so publjc, but whatever
it is l am convinced that Judge Acton knew all
about it and was probably in the deal. It looks
to me like a case of a man try)ng· to pull away
from a bad bunch wh,o were afraid to have him
go. Hence the attack on the old man. They
mav not have killed him, however.''
"The secret lies underground in n1y way of
thinking,'' said Harry.
"Decidedly," replied the old detective. "Another thing- I should have mentioned. The real
estate dealer I consulted-he is a Mr. Hardy, on
Lorimer street, who nominally has the renting
of the house next door-told me that Judge Acton
did not really want to rent the house, and had
given orders not to put it forward. He claims
that the judge was a spiritualist and firmly believed that the house was haunted. I think from
the way the man spoke that he is somewhat' inclined to that view himself.''
"Hark!" exclaimed Harry. "It seemed to me
that I heard t.he pounding· then-very faint.''
Old King Brady put his ear ag-ainst the wall,
Harry and Alice following his example. They
all heard muffled sounds like blows being struck,
seemingly at a distance. It was very different
from the sounds the old detective had heard
the night befor~.
"Does that noise come from the front or the
rear, governor?" asked Harry.
"From the rear, I should say,'' replied Old
King- Brady. "I'm going out in the yard . I want
to see if the sounds can be heard underground.
You two stay here and listen.''
He descended to the yard. Alice watched him
out of the window and could see him lying on
the gTass with his ear to the ground, Indian
fashion. Soon he returned, reporting that he
could hear the sounds very faintl y, and that they
seemed to be underground.
"Mysterious business,'' he said. "Do they still
keep up, Harry?"
"No,'' replied Young King Brady, who still had
his em• to the wall. "I can't hear them now."
"Then let us get to work on the secret panel
theonr. It must and shall be found."
They put in an hour on this story, and nearly
a s long on the one above, but without the least
success. The cellar as well as the parlor and
basement floors had been so thoroughly searched
before that Old King Bradv considered it useless
to go over the ground again.
"This is one too many for me.'' he said. "I
tl; ink we ma" ·a:- well ::rive up there and try it
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next door. · Harry, get that lantern you broug-ht
along- and we will g-o in there."
"Wha t was that noise?" exclaimed Harry. "Did
you hear?"
"Yes. It sounded to me like the clank of iron,
but it was certainly outside of the house."
"So I thoug-ht," added Alice.
Old King- Brady put his ear to the wall again,
remarking- that he could hear nothing. At the
same moment Harry raised the window and leaned out'. He instantly dr.ew back and held up his
fing-ers for silence.
"What's in the wind?" whispered Old King
Brady.
''I see nothing-," replied Harry, aloud, and he
closed the window, then whispering:
''Why, governor, there is an iron platform outside that window extending- along- to the next
house. It wasn't there before."
Old King Brady peered throug-h the panes.
"I see no platform," he declared. "Your eyes
must have deceived vou in the dark."
'
"Not at all. It was certainly there when I
looked."
"Look again."
Harry did so, but could see nothing-.
"It beats the band," he muttered. "I am sure
I saw it."
Just at this minute there came a ring- at the
door-bell. The Bradys stepped out into the hall
and listened.
'·Yes, ma'am. they are here," they could hear
the policeman saying, "but my orders are to admit no one else."
"But I am Mrs. Acton," a woman's voice replied. "I have a right to come in and you can't
stop me. Besides, I want to see Mr. Brady."
Old King Brady hurried downstairs.
"It is all rig-ht. officer," he said.
"Good-evening-, Mrs. Acton," he added. "What
brings you here?"
'·Oh , I was sure you would be he. ~ ." was the
t·eply, "so I thought I would look in on you. I
am so nervous that I can't sleep. Have you learned an,ything ? "
•
"Well, no, ma'am, we have not. Will you come
upstairs?"
Mrs. Acton thought she would come upstairs,
and she did.
"Have you examined those grip yet!" asked
Old King- 'lfrady.
"Yes, I have," was the reply; "I changed my
mind and concluded to do so, but I found nothingbut Judg-e Acton's clothes and a few private
papers."
"Was he in anv business?"
"No; he g-ave up his law practice a good man~·
years ago."
"And even· year he has grown richer."
"That is what he claims. He always seemed
to have plenty. I never could get him to change
his style of living-, though. He was the most
stubborn man you ever saw, Mr. Brady. I - - "
'·But in order to make all this money, he must
have been in some business."
"I suppose he speculated like other men."
"Did manv people come here to see him?"
"Nobody ever came; that is, very seldom."
Harry, not particularh• interested in these inQuiries, now raised the window softly, curious

still about the platform which he felt so sure he
had seen.
"Hear an~·thing- ?" inquired the old detective.
"No; I just thoug-ht I would have a look."
As Harry leaned out of the window, the noose
of a lasso · suddenlv encircled him. He g-rasped
the window casini to save himself from being
pulled out. Alice screamed and seized his coat,
and Old King- Brady rushed to her assistance.

CHAPTER IV.-Old King Bradv Takes A Step
Ahead.
Before Old King- Brady could get to the window
it was all over. Not that Harry went out. The
pull on the lasso suddenly ceased, and he pulled in the rope.
"Who did it?" cried the old detective, looking
out of the window.
He could see nothing- to explain the mystery.
"The platform was there and a masked man
•stood on it. He threw the lasso," Harry explained.
"He has g-one now, and so has the platform.
This was a ruse to hold our attention at the back,
I think. Quick! Get your hat, Harry. Somebod,v will be sneaking- out the front way."
He ran into the front room and threw up the
window as he spoke. A small man was in the
act of descending- the steps of the house next
door.
"On the shadow, Harry! Quick!" cried the
old detective.
"He has gone already, Mr. Brady," said Alice,
coming into the other room.
"Quick, l\Irs. Acton. Have a look at this fellow and see if you know him," Old King Brady
said.
But Mrs. Acton was not quick enoug-h. She
got a sight of the man, it is true, but only of
his back, and she declared herself unable to identify him. Meanwhile Young- King- Brad'' had got
OP the job, and the~· continued to watch him as
he hurried after the man, who did not turn his
head. Old King Brady closed the window and
thev returned to the back room.
"Well, this settle one point, we have to deal
with real people," he remarked.
"But what a dreadful thing· to do," cried Mrs.
Acton. "Ifut for you, Miss Montgomery, they
would have pulled him out of the window."
"I don't think thev had any such intention,"
1·eplied Old K~ng Brady. "The cheme was to
keep us busy at the back, while that fellow left
the house next door."
•
"But about this platform business.'' he added.
"The mystery must be solved."
"There is surely no platform there.'' declared
Mrs. Acton. looking out o~ the · window.
"Alice, stand behind me with your revolver
while I lean out and make an examination," said
the old detective.
•
Alice did so, and Old Kin!!' Brady leaning far out, threw his flashlig-ht upon the brick wall.
"I see.'' he said, after a moment. "The platform is there. It runs in through the wall under
the floor. It is painted on the edge to match the
brick."
"There was surely nothing of the sort here
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when I lived in this house," declared Mrs. Acton.
"That is two years ago," replied Ol d King
Brady. "Question is, can the platform be worked from this side? This gives me a new line to
work on."
But he worked it in vain, for nothing in the
w~y of a secret spring or button could he find.
But his search then was onlv a brief one.
"Mrs. Acton, Miss Montgomery and I are going
in next door now," Old King Brady announced.
"You can join us or remain here, as you please."
"I think I will go home," replied Mrs. Acton.
Glad to be rid of her, they let her go without
objection, parting with her on the street. Old
King- B1·adv then let himself in next door, carrying with him the lantern Harry h.ad brought
along, fot• there was neither gas nor electrjc
light next door. They ascended to the back room
on the third floor after carefully listening. There
was a cigar stump on the floor and a newspaper,
which certainly had not been there before. Old
King Brady was now on his mettle.
"I don't leave this room until I have worked
that platform," he declared, and he began soundin~< the walls on the side towards Judge Acton's
house. Meanwhile Alice got down on the floor
and began searching there.
"Here it is !" she presently exclaimed.
"Ha! Well?" cri d Old King Brady, looking
•
·
down. .
"This last piece of baseboard is wiggly," said
Alice. "I can't seem to pull it out, but I am sure
it comes out."
"Press it down."
"Yes, yes! Now it comes."
Alice removed .t he strip of board, which was
about a foot in length. They could now see the
iron platform stowed awav under the floor. Above
it was a small handle attached to a beam. Alice
pulled on it .and the platform shot outward. Old
King Brady opened the window and stepped out
upon it.
,
"Very ing-enious," he exclaimed as lle came
back into the room. "It explains the disappearance of tlfe iudge, all right, and is one great big
point gained, but I don't see that this ouening
• extends any farther, nor does it explain the
noises. Let us see. If the judge was bleeding when thev carried him out, then there ought
to have been a trail left behind. Look for blood
~;pots now, Alice. We may catch om· clue that
way."
. Their search was soon rewarded, for here and
there blood spots were found on the floor.
T}lte foot of the stairs reached, they discovered
a smear of blood on th floor boards, however.
"Here is where they laid him down," declared
Old King Brady. "There was blood· on hi clothes.
They took him towards the basement stairs."
The action of carrying the judge down must
have started up the bleeding again, for they
found spots on nearly every step of the basement
stairs.
"Listen," aid Alice, as Old King Brady opened
- the cellar door. "We don't want to run up against
any trouble now."
-.......
"I hear nothing·.. The coast seems clear. All
that demonstration was just to give that fellow
a chance to get out of the house."
They descended into the cellar, finding some
blood spots on the way. The cellar door was
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cemented. Here they could find no blood. The
tl·ail seemed to have come to an end.
"And now for the exit," said the old detecti e,
flashing the lantern about. "There ·is certainly
nobody here. We have got every chance unless
we are attacked from above."
It was the· first time Alice had been in the
cellar, and she looked around curiously. There
was the usual coalbin in front of a few old
barrels. There were two heaters of rather an
old-fashioned pattern, being much la1·ger than
those used nowadays.
"Why do you suppose they have two heaters,
Mr. Brady?" inQuired Alice.
'~I was just wondering myself," was the reply.
And Old King Bradv proceeded to examine
the heaters. Opening the door of the first one
he founa a dusty placard hanging inside upon
w.hich was scrawled:
"Out of order. Use the new heater."
"This seems to explain the mystery," he Raid.
There were big pipes extending off from it up
through the floor. Thinking that the whole thing
might be movable and conceal some hole, Old
King- Brady tried it, but the heater remained
firm. Leaving the door open, he now turned his
attention to the new one.
"I am afraid there is nothing in this," the old
detective remarked .
"Hush!" breathed Alice, who was still standing- bv the open door of the old heater.
"What now?" whi pered Old King Braay, com'ing up.
"I hear voices."
He listened.
"Surely!" he said. "Very faint!"
"Yes, but distinct."
"Can you make out words?"
"No; can you?"
·
Old l)ing Brady bent his head and listened at
the door. At the same instant there was a crash
a ~; i-f a pile of stones had .fallen.
The sound
certainly came from beneath them by way of the
open door of the heater. And in the same breath
a louder voice was heard to exclaim:
"Now see what you have done, you careless
wretch ! Upset the whole business."
"No harm. I can pick them up ag·ain," came
the replv in a lower voice.
"This is it, Alice," said Old King B"rady. "The
sound comes up through this heater. If the
pounding comes by the same ·road, then those
pipes ought to make it plainly heard all over the
house."
·
They could now hear sounds which seemed to
indicate that stones were being thrown into some
vessel. Then after a few seconds another voice
called out, much louder:
"Hey, boss!"
.
If there was an answer they could not catch
it. Then it was~
"Shall I fetch it through?" spoken in the same
voice.
• Silence. and then:
"All right. I reckon I can wheel it in two
loads."
And that was all they heard except the creak
of a wheelbarrow later on. At last they gave
it up, and once more the old detective made an
effort to move the heater, which failed.
"We are on, Alice," he said. "There is surely
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an excavation under this cellar. It is as I suspected from the first, but you and Harry have
had so many remarks to make about my theorizin~ lately that I determined for once not to commit myself." '
"Nonsense!" said Alice. "What is your theory,
then? That somebody has struck a gold vein
under this property?"
"It is-most emphatically."
"Do you think Judge Acton is in the deal?"
"Presumably, but not certainly."
"Then it don't follow that the entrance is
from this house at all. It may be from his own
cellar."
"We must learn, Alice. Come! Our work now
lies on the outside if we wish to solve the mystery of this house on High street. We have
taken a step ahead."

"Do Pannan & Co. always keep
"Mr. Pannan lives here, boss.
offices, and makes a bedroom of
people do that in this building.''
"I think you have earned your ten," said
handing over the coin.
Of course the man wanted to know what
was all about, and equally, of course, Y
Brady did not satisfy his curiosity.
the building then, Harry took up his watch
the outside, and after a wait of nearh• an hour
the man came out. By this time Harry had so
changed his appearance that he ·had little fear
being recognized, and he took up the trail again.
Now he got a good' look at the man. He walked
briskly down to Larimer street and kept on by
the necessary turnings until he came to the
freight yard of one of the railroads running out
of Denver. Which one it was we propose not to
state nor to mention the name of the man who
came out of the freight office with Harry's man
CHAPTER V.-Young King Brady Makes A Bad shortly after the latter came in. It is a name
now known to every one in Colorado.
Break.
They went down through the freight yard toIf Old King Brady had taken a step ahead gether, and again Harry feared he had lost his
then, Harry had to take many in another sense man. And so it would have been had this hapbefore he got throug-h shadowing his man, who pened in daylight, for no one but em ployees were
looked around just once after the start was admitted to that part of the freight yard to which
made. He must have seen Harry. Turning down they went. But Harry in the dark manag-ed to
Fifteenth street, the man kept on until he C'ame slip past the watchman at the gate in time to
to a large office building, where he entered. keep his man in sight and continue the trail. It
And here Harry lost his man temporarily, for led him to a remote switch where stood an· emph·
the fellow boarded an elevator which started up freight car.
before he could reach it. Tliere were now only
Here cigars were lighted and the pair stood
two courses open for the detective, tq bribe the talking in a confidential manner. It all seemed
elevator man into giving him information, or to very puzzling to Young· King Brady then. To
wait until the shadowed man come down. As get near enough to hear what was being said
being the quickest, Harry- chose the former would have been impossible . without exposing
course. There was nobody but himself in waiting himself to plain view. There w~ a big gate in
when the elevator returned to the -g-ro_und fioor. - the high fence wh ich surroun ded the freight
Harrv determined to strike high and make sure. yard at this point. At last after a wait of nearlr
He had a ten-dollar gold piece in his pocket, half an hour the rumble of a heavy cart was
and he held it between- his thumb and finger, heard and a covered wagon came up outside the
gate which seemed to be verv heavily loaded.
and with the same hand displayed his shield.
The driver gave a peculiar whistle, which the
"See that?" he said.
"What?" asked the elevator man, "the money superintendent immediately answered, ihen opening the 1!'ate. Assisted by the driver and Harrr's
or that badge?"
man, 'they now began unloading small and exceed"Both."
ingly heavy boxes from the wagon into the
"You are a detective?"
freight car, tluowin1!' off their coats and going
·''Sure."
about it like men well used to their work. One
"What is· it you want to know?"
But before Harry could answer two men step- of the boxes fell and broke open, scattering
pieces of rock about . . These were carefully g-athped into the elevator.
·
"Come on," said the boss of the "lift," and ered up and taken into the car.
The wag·on being emptied, the man in charge
Harry knew he had him.
Nothing was said until the men left the eleva- drove off. The superintendent !hen pulled the
door of the car shut and with Harry's man "hurtor at one of the upper floors.
"It's that small man you carried up on your ried away through the of>en yard, where it would
· have been impossible to have followed them
last trip," said Tarry.
without discovery. But Harry did not propose
"I was aft·aid so," was the reply.
to follow.
"Afraid?"
"Yes. I can't earn the money as you put it,
What he wanted was to get a look at the
for I don't know his name."
contents of that broken box. For Young King
"Where does he go?"
Brady had already come to the same conclusion
"Gets off on the ninth and goes into Pannan. that the old detective had arrived at.
& Co.'s."
"It's a hidden mine under the house on Hi~h
"What's their business?"
street, surest thing," thought Harry. "They are
"I don't know exactly, but it is something con- shipping off the ore and I must secure a sample
nected with mines.''
of it if possible.''
"Is he likely to stay there long? "
Sneaking· up to the door, Harrv opened the
"Don't think so. He seldom does."
door and climbed in, closing the door behind him.
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He now got out his flashlight and, searching for
the broken box, found it piled full of loose CHAPTER VI.-Old King Brady Keeps Pegging
piece'S of rock. These he pulled over, spending
·
Away.
some little time at it. They seemed to be all
quartz, well filled with mineral, but Harry was
It was · about eleven o'elock when Old King
not iudge enough to be able to determined their Brady and Alice left the vacant house on High
quality. Having ·secured two or three good street.
.
specimens, Harry now started to leave the car.
"What about going back and questioning the
At once he discovered that he had made a tel'- policeman more closely as to just where he saw
rible mistake in closing the door. For while be Judge Acton?" inquired Alice.
•
was fumbling among the ore specimens and ma-k"Don't think it is worth while," replied Old
ing noise enough to prevent him from hearing King Brady. "I am satisfied that there is a
what was going on, someone had locked the door. tunnel under the yard either behind this house or
He kicked on the door and shouted, but all in the judge's, so what we want to do, Alice, is to
vain. An hour passed and Young King Brady's find out where the other end of it is. That's
-efforts to attract attention to his situation had our work now, but it is very doubtful if we can
been quite unsuccessful, nor could he with all accomplish anything at night. Let us begin by
his efforts force his way out of the car. And getting around on the next street."
now suddenly came a bump. The car was being
This took them to lower ground, for High
coupled on to a train. At last the train got on ,street-we have taken the liberty of altering the
the move.
true name of this street, bv the way-was lo"I'm in for it now," groal'!ed Young King cated on the side of the hill, on which a large
Brady. "Question is, where are we going? If part of Denver stands. Carefully taking his
it's through to the East ; then ·the chances are I'm bearirtgs, Old Kin!!' Brady worked aro)ind immea dead one."
diately in the rear of the High street houses.
Of course, he remembered all sorts of horrible Here there were several old-time residences
stories about tramps starving to death in freight which had been altered into tenements. There
cars. But it was useless to borrow trouble. Harry was also a coal yard and a moulding mill. It was
now sat down on the boxes, lit a cigar and tried one of the tenements which stood directly in the
to 'hope for the best. He rode all through the rear of the house of mystery.
night and the best part of the next day. NoBut adjoining this house was something more
body came near the car. Harry's situation was promising. A high fence cut off a double lot,
now most discouraging, and the confinement was and bekind it stood a low brick building, the top
beginning to tell on him, when at last, the train of which could .iust be seen. On the f ence was
stopping, he 'realized that his car was being taken the sign "Antelope Spring Co, Office, No. - away from the rest. The engine pulled it for a Fifteenth street." "No Admittance" was promiconsiderable distance, backed down and . uncoup- nent upon the gate.
led. The car continued to move, however. Harry
"That might do," mused Old King Brad y. "A
realized that it was running down an incline by spring
supplying a fancv table water would be
its own weight. But at last it reached tpe level excuse
enough for burrowing in the ground. Alice,
and, running on for some distance, stopped.
you go back and ask that policeman what he
"Shut the gate!" he heard
man shout.
knows about the Antelope Spring Co. while I
Nobody came near the car, however. Harry's prowl about here a bit."
efforts to make himself hea:rd failed, and at last
After Alice had departed Old King Brady leannight came again. Worn out with it all, Harry, ed against the fence and pressed his ear to it,
who had cleared a space for himself before this, picking out a place where there was a post which
lay down and slept. How long he had been sleep- might be supposed to convey sound from below,
ing he had no idea, when suddenly he was arous- but he could not hear anything. -And while he
ed by a lantern being flashed in his face. A waited a covered wagon came rattling down the
man ·was bending over him examining his shield, street. It appearetl to be empty, and it bor e
which, foolishly, he had not concealed.
upon its side the name of the Spring Company.
"Why, he's one of the Brady detectives!" the It stopped before the hte. Anticipating this,
Old King Brady had moved on, but it was to
fellow called out.
"You hear, voung feller?" he added, for Harry take a position from which he could see into the
yard if the gate was opened.
was sitting up now.
"Why, yes, I beard what was said," replied
The driver jumped do}Vll and rang a bell; then
Young King Brady with all the calmness he could in a moment the gate "1\ras thrown open and the
man led his horse into the yard, the gate bein.e:
assume.
.
"Come out of this. Jump down out . of the immediately closed. But in that brief moment
car," ordered the man with the lantern.
· the old detective saw several things. The build· And Young King Brady jumped to almo'st fall ing was a neat brick structure. A light burned
into the arms of a big, rough-looking fellow on in one of the lower windows. In the yard were
the ground, who held a gun. This was imme- numerous small boxes, very stoutly made. He
diatel y leveled at Harry's head. He could see now thought of the alley, and recalled that he
mountains all around him. Close by was a had seen the wall" of a low. brick buildinlt there
Quartz mill. which stood on the bank of a rush- the night before when he and Mrs Stover went
ing stream at the bottom of a deep gulch.
into Judge Acton's vard.
"Speak up or I fire!" cried the man with the
"That will be the rear -wall of this water comgun. "Who the mischief are you? How did pany's building, I suppose," he said to himself,
,·ou ever come to .~~:et yourself locked in that "but before getting around there I will wait alld
ear?" .
hea r what Alice has to sa y."

a
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She came ~hortlv. Old King- Brady met her
at the end of the block.
"Well?" he inquired.
.
"He says that the Antelope Spring does a big
business," said Alice. The spring is inside that
building. It has been used for several years.
Thev bottle the water and ship it West to Arizona and New Mexico, where water is scarce.
They also do a business supplying offices in
Denver, and it is largely used in saloons."
"I believe we have hit it, Alice. A spring
means a hole in the ground, and that is what we
are gunning for. An empty wagon has just
g-one in there. It seems- queer that they should
have been shipping their spr ing water at midnight."
'
"All well enough for your theory, Mr. Brady,"
smiled Alice. "but what are you going to do
about it? What excuse can we make to get
bt>hind that gate?"
"None. Let us wait a few minutes and see
if the driver and the man who opened the g-ate
for him don't come out."
They keot moving on tl)e block, and in about
fifteen minutes saw two men come out through
the gate. They did not look behind them, however.
"We will get around on the alley and take a
look at the rear," said the old detective, and they
did so.
It was just a dead brick wall taking up the
entire lot. There was no possibility of effecting
an entrance here.
"It is no u.se, Alice. We shall have to give it
up," said Old King Brady. To-morrow remains
for us, but there's no more to be done to-day."
They took in.. High street on the way, and
remained for some moments watching the vacant
house from around the corner, but nothing came
of it, and finally they went back to the hotel.
Harry, of course, had not come in, but this was
nothing- strange.
When next morning he was found to be still
mis ing, Old King Brady began to wonder what
it meant, of course, but he pretended to consider
it all right on Alice's account, for she and
Harry are practically engaged.
"He probably found that he ·had to shadow his
man out of town," the old detective said. "I dare
sav we shall hear fro"m him during the day." .
Old King Brady received a letter by the morning mail which seemad on its face to change
everything. but it was not from Harry. Mrs.
Acton wrote:
''My Dear Mr. Brady: This is to inform you
that I have heard from my husband. It is all
right. He was seized with a slight hemorrhag-e,
he informs me. which accounts for the blood. He
is now stopping a little way out of town with
a friend, and he wishes me to come to him. He
g-oes on to say that he will personally explain
to me all that is mysterious about the matter,
and he requests that you drop the case. If vou
will send in your bill I will remit as soon as I
return to Denver.
"Yours, truly,
"Margaret Acton."
Having read this letter, Old King Brad\" passed
it over to Alice in silence.

"What do you think of it?" she asked when
she had finished reading.
"I should like your opinion first." replied Old
King Brady.
"The woman is hiding something."
"She surely is. Note the suspicious points. She
does not say how she received this inform ation,
but tries to make it appear that it came to her
in the form of a letter from her husband. doing
it so clumsily that no one can be deceived. Then
she makes a point of concealing where Judge Acton is and does her best to throw dust in our
eyes about the very singular mannel" in which
he disappeared. Lastly, she offers to pay us, when
I distinctly told her that I was not working on
the case on her account. Taken altogether, the
letter suggests a reading between the lines whic'h
to me is very plain."
"Let me state what I read between the lines
.and see how close I come to your idea,'' said
Alice.
"Do it."
•
"That somebody known to Mrs. A~ton is in the
deal, and came to her .last night to get her to
use her influence to call .us off."
"That's just about what I think. The woman
must be shadowed, Alice. Your job, my dear, and
the sooner you get on the trail the more likel)•
yo.u are to succeed. You know the woman's address, so get right down to it. Something tells
me there isn't a moment to be lost."
And so promptly did Alice act that she left the
hotel withi1;1 twenty minutes, cleverl y disg\}ised.
Far from inducing him to give up the case, Mrs.
Acton's letter made Old King Brady all the more
determined to vigorously push it. He hurried . to
the old Tabor block, and there called on a lawyer
who ltad been mixed up in the matter which called
the Bradys t o Denver. Smith we will call him for
the sake of a name. To this man Old King Brady
could speak freely, and he told a ll there was to
tell.
"You know everybody in Denver," he said.
"Now, piece out my story with your information,
and let me see where it leaves me."
"It will leave your theory strengthened," said
Smith, promptly. "In the first place, Judge Acton's reputation is decidedly shady and always
was. This woman is his second wife. She was
formerly a Mrs. Fink. Her first husband, who
is dead, was 11- gambler and a crook. She married the judge for his money about ten years
ago. l!'hey quarreled constantly, it is understood,
and finally separated, but the juc\ge continued to
support her; there was no divorce. I believe that
Mrs. Acton would turn down the judge in a moment if she thought she could increase her income by doing so. Indeed, I have grave doubts
about the story of the judge calling her up on the
telephone. It is just as likely to be false as true."
"I believe it," said Old King Brady, quietly.
"So far I don't see that you either helped or
hindered my theory."
"All I have tried to do," n:plied the lawyer, "is
to impress upon you what is certainly a fact, that
Mrs. Acton is money mad and not be to trusted.
PersonaHy, I have always believed that she had
some hold over the judge, and that was why he
continued to support her in the style she lives, for
he is as close as the bark on a tree."

..
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"Let me pull away from ?lfrs. Acton and get opened by one of the men Old King Brady and
to the water company,'· said Old King Brady. Alice had seen the night before.
"Miss Montgomery has her in hand, and I have
"Good morning, Mr. Fink," he said.
"Good morning, Joe," replied the stout gentlefaith that something · will come of it."
"What will come of shifting to the water com- man.
"Why don't you go on about your business?"
pany is just this, it will brinl!" ~- ou right back
to Mrs. Acton. Mind you I don't say that she he demanded, turning on the old detective almost
was in the deal to do up the .iudge, or that she fiercely.
"Sure my business is to find a job, sor." replied
had the lea.st idea that a hidden gold mine was
beinl!" worked next door, if it is so, but the Old King Brady. "I didn't know but what you
president of this Antelope Suring Co. knows her might change your mind, so."
" No, no, I told you we have no job to give
well. His name is Albert Fink, and he is her
you."
first husband's brother."
"Excuse me butting in, boss," said Joe, "but
"Indeed! Is. he a man of any prominence here
we are short-handed this morning. Morlein sent
in Denver ? "
"'
"Sure. Crooked prominence. He made a bag of word he was sick. I think Mr. Brown would like
money running a bucket-shop and ac!d~d to it bv a heloer on the bottles." Mr. Fink turned and
mining operations. He is worth a milhon to-day. looked Old King Brady over, searchingly.
"You CSln follow me," he said. "Come into the
That"s all I know about the water company; ex. cept that it exists and is supposed to do a large office." He led the way through tlie yard tobusiness. · But now Jet us see how well my memory wards the low brick building, the interior of
serves i11e. What's that number on High street?" which Old King Brady was so anxious to see.
Old King Brady named it.
"How long si11ce the noises began?"
"About two years, according to Mr. Stover, the
CHAPTER VII.- At the Hidden . Mill In the
man next door."
Gulch.
"Let us have a look at the Denver directory
of two years ago. If I don't greatly mistake, at
that time Albert Fink lived in that very house.
Far away from DE!'nver, and with no idea in
He was well-to-do then, but he lived very plainly. what direction he had traveled, Harry faced the
It is just about two ~·ears since he launched out man with the gun, wondering how seriously he
and began to put on style."
ou.~rht to take his threats.
And from a set of book-shelves, Mr. Smith
"See here. boss," he said, ~· 1 am just nobody
t
at
all. It won't do you the least bit of good to
took down the directory and Iooked t h e mat er kill me. I am only an accident, and that's the
up.
truth."
"I was rig4t," he declared. "Fink was living
"It won't work," said the gunner, grimly. "You
in that house then."
are a detective. You are Young King Brady, I
"Have you older directories?" asked Old King believe."
Brady.
"No, no! _Of course, I can't deny that I am a
"Yes."
detective, but I am only a helper. As for the
"Look back a vear or so. ·I should like to rest, it is as I tell you."
know how long he lived there. He must have
"Were yo u working on a case which took you
been the · last tenant who remained any length of into the freight yard down there in Denver?"
time in the house."
"No. I was trying to pump a man in a aloon
This matter was looked into. It appeared on a Prairie street. We both got full; the rest
that Mr. Fink had occupied the house next door is as I tell you, 1 say."
tc Judge Acton for at least three years. Feel"What's your name?"
ing that he had at least scored another Point, - "Jack Kennedy. Why can't you "Jet up on me
Old King Brady pulled out and going to a cos- and Jet me travel on?"
turner's disguised as a laboring man. He was
"For the best of reasons. There is only one
determined to see the inside of the Antelope way out of this place, and I don't choose to show
Spring Company's premises, if possible, but he it to · you. It would cost me mv own life if I
had not much hope that this scheme would help dip."
forwaTd his plans any. Still, it was worth the
"Can't I follow the track? It is steep , but I
try. Thus disguised, he went to Lowe street and can climb up if I try."
finding the gate closed, rang the bell. The ring
"Xes, but you can't be allowed to follow the
was not answered. Old King Bradv tried it track. Did you break open that box of ore?"
again, .with the same result. He was just about
"I certainly did not, unless I did it while I was
to try it a third time when a stout, well-dressed drunk."
man came up and stopped.
"Don't be too hard on him, Jim," interceded the
"Well, old man," he exclaimed, sha1·ply, "what other man. "Of course, I appreciate your posiis your business here?"
•
tion and my own, but I don't tak~ much stock
"Sure, I am Iukin' for wurrk, sor," replied Old in killing. At least, we ou.~rht to put it up to the
King Brady. "I didn't know but what I might boss." •
"And a lot of good that would do. He'll order
vick up a .iob in here, so."
"Well, you won't."
him shot at sight." · The man shrugged his sho ul"Are youse de boss?"
ders.
.
/'
"I believe I am. Toddle on. You will find no ( "Then it is up to him, and none of our funeral ,"
work here." He pulled the bell twice in quick sue- he said . "I say, give the poor feller a-show." Jim
cession as he spoke. Immediately the gate was lowered his gun.
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"I'm willing- to humor you," he said, "but we
shall both get it in the neck."
"I'll take mv dose," replied the other. "Of
course, we can't let !urn go, but we can put it up
to the boss."
"Come on," said Jim. "~' alk ahead, and I advise you not to be too observinz if you want to
live." It was foolish advice, in a way, for it was
impossible not to understand the nature of the
place. It was a small Quartz mill of the simplest
pattern. As thev drew near, Harry could hear
the great stamps ooundin~ up the ore. A big
stream of dirty water, escaoine: through a sluice,
plunged over a precipice 'into a deep and narrow
ravine, throul!'h which a mountain stream ran
swiftly. In one corner of the mill was a door
which looked as if it might lead into an office, and
it was towards this that Harry was directed to
go. But before he reached it the door was thrown
open and a stout man in his shirt sleeves came
charging out, swearing like a pirate. Who had
they there? Where did he come from? · How
dared they let a stranger in?
"Now hold on, boss, hold on!" protested Jim.
"We hain't responsible for this-see? He came
in the sealed freight car. What's more, he's a
detective. Works for the Brady Bureau of New
York, so he says. You know Old King Brady
& Co." This did not help n;)atters any.
"Why didn't you shoot him on sight?" stormed
the superintendent, for such Harry · rightly
judg-ed him to be. "You know the rule. We shall
all get into trouble for this." Hacry tried to explain, but it was no use. He could not get in a
word. As for Jim and his companion, they waited
for the man to blow· himself out, which he presently did.
•
"Well, is he to be shot?" the former demanded,
then.
·
"Of course he is," was the reply.
"Can I say a word?" beg-an Harry.
"Not one,;' was the reply. "Not solitary one.
Our rule is strict. No stranger can come into
this g-ulch and live." The superintendent himself took Harry's shield and revolver. What little money Harry had about him, it was not much,
he told the two men to divide between themselves.
He then took the g-un from Jim and ordered Harry to walk ahead, around the mill. The two men
did not follow. A few moments later a shot was
heard, followed by sounds which "'made it seem as
if somebody had fallen into the g-ulch, taking
down with him a Quantity of loose rock. Doubtless. Jim and his companion thought this the ·end
of YounJ!: lUng Brady, but it was not so. The
unexpected happened.
In spite of his loud talk, the superintendent had
not the slightest intention of killing- his prison,
er then, for no sooner werl) they out 'of 'hearing
than he said, in a law tone:
"Young feller, can you hear me a s I am talking now?"
"Yes," 1·eplied Harry.
"Is your conling- here an accident? Answer
truly, for your life depends upon it."
"It honestly was an accident." .
-''How came you to be locked in that car? Mind,
now. nothing- but the truth will serve you."
"You shall have it. I was shadowing- a man,
and I followed him into the freight yard."
"How came you to be shadowing him, then?"

a

"I was ordered to do so by my boss."
"Old King- Brady?"
"Yes."
"What's your name?"
"Jack Kennedy."
"Go on. What }iappened, then?"
"My man g-ot away. I saw two men piling
boxes into the freig-ht car. It was eleven o'clock
at night, and it looked susPicious. One of the
boxes broke open and the ore was spilled out.
I was curious to see what sort of ore it was so
I climbed into the . freight car. While I was
examining the ore I was locked in. I couldn't
make any one hear me so of course I couldn't
g-et out. The car brought me here." They had
now nearly reached a place where high cliffs cut
off further advance.
"Slow down," ordered the superintendent, and
Harry obeyed.
"Look ahead of vou. Do you see a hole low
down by the edge of the e:ulch ?"
"I do."
"Well, then, if you want to save v~ur life you
dodge in there. and do it pretty blame Quick.
Don't try to get out again. Wait till I come to
you, for out of this gulch you can never get, alive,
without my helo. I have something I want to
say to you. young- feller, and it is likeh to prove
worth vour hearing-." Harry started, but the
superintendent called to him:
"Hold on. You don't understand. Stand on
the brink of the gulch until I fire, then drop and
dodge into the hole." He fired over Harry's head
and at the same instant, with his foot, rolled a
heavv stone over into the gulch. Harry dropped,
crawled through the opening and lay there. A
few moments passed and then he heard some
one call:
"Baker! Oh, Baker!"
"Hello!" replied the suPerintendent's voice.
"What in thunder are you firing at out there?"
"Shooting a spy."
"You don't mean iU Who is he?" Evidently
this other man had come u_p with Baker now.
"He said his name is Kennedy and that he
worked for the Brady Detective Bureau of New
York.
"Gee whiz! that's bad! If the Bradys have
caught on to us there is no telling where it will
end. They are in Denver, a s I happen to know."
"Did he go over into the gulch? I su ppose, of
course, he did."
"Sure. D-o n't I know m y business?" Their
voices, which had been growin_g: fainter, now died
away in the distance. Harry waited a few minutes and then sat up with difficulty, for his hands
wer-e still tied behind him.
"If I could only strike a match and see what
sort of a place I am in." he muttered. "I suopose it is some sort of cave." He waited a long
while, but no one came. At last he heard foot teps
approachinrr and he thought it was going to prove
to be Mr. Bake!' again. Perhaps it was, but if so
he disappointed Hatrv terribly. Of course, Young
King Brady waited to be spoken to, but instead
of that happeninP: a heavv stone was rolled in
front of Harry's 'prison, cutting- off even what
little light there had been. What did it mean?
Had the su perintendent betrayed him, after all?
Was he to be left to die bv that most terrible of
all death -starvation'? Hour>! passeu anu no
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one comintt. Harr y was about ready to give up
in despair.
CHAPTER VIII.-Old Kintt Brady Tries A Bold
Move.
Alice had undertaken a task which, -at the
outset, seel'\'led rather difficult to perform. She
did not know, of course, whether Mrs. Acton was
still in Denver or not when she drove up to the
Silverton, a large apartment house on one of the
most fa hionable streets, in which the lady resi ded. How to gain the information was somethin_g Alice had been puzzling over all the way.
She came to •the conclusion to leave it in the
hands of the cab driver, and she called him to
the window when he stopped.
"Driver," she said, slipping him a five-dollar
bill, "I want to explain to you that I am a detective. I am anxious to ascertain if a Mrs. Acton,
who li ves in this house, is in at the present time
or · not. I do.n't want to see her, understand, nor
do I want her to see me. Just to know if she is
in. Ring the bell and inquil·e. Say that a lad y
in the cab wants to know." It was rather a crude
way to do it. we must admit, but Alice could
think of no better plan. It was just a s wel1 that
she tried no other, for this worked perfectly.
In a moment the driver returned with word that
:\irs. Acton was in.
"The man at the door wants to know the lady's
name," he said.
"Drive on ," replied Alice. "Keep on j;he move
or. the block. If a lady comes out of that house,
instantl v inform me." And she went on to
describe Mrs . Acton. This scheme worked out
all right, too. In about half an hour Alice saw
a cab drive up to the Silverton and stop. As it
passed her, she observed that it wa empt y. Instantly she told the ~ driver to stop , and she
watched and saw Mrs. Acton enter the cab.
"That's the part y," Alice said to the driver.
"Now fo llow. " She had no doubt that Mrs. Acton
was going to leave town, for she carried a bag
with her and a small steamer trunk was broul!."ht
out and placed on the box. The shadowing now
proceeded without interruption. Mrs. Acton was
driven to the Union Station. Alice managed, by
quick work, to get to the ticket office r~l!."ht behind
her and to hear her ask for a ticket for Unionburl!:.
It was a place she had never heard of, but after
she had bought her ticket, Alice looked it up and
found that it was a mining town in the mountains,
some eig·hty miles northwest of Denver. All
was easy now. So cleverly made up was Alice
th~t she had not the least fear of recognition.
Indeed, so confident did she feel on that core
that she took her seat c!ir ~ dly behind Mrs. Acton.
There was some delay, <J n( Alice rather expected
that some one would joi'n the iudge's wife, but no
one did. At last the train started and Alice settled down for her long rid~ She had bou_ght a
"Guide to Colorado" at the newsstand and she
now looked up Unionburg, finding that -while it
was but a small place, it still possessed a large
hotel. located near certain mineral springs. This
seemed to give a color of truth to Mr. Acton's
letter. Perhaps, after all, she is merely going
to join her husband," thought Alice. "I must try
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to scrape an acquaintance wjth her if I can."
And this was not difficult. Mrs. Acton was such
a talker that Alice felt pretty sure it would prove
so. · She began by offering- her a magazine t o
read, and wound up in the same seat with her.
Mrs. Acton at once let loose. Alice, pretendingto be a strang-er in Colorado, got the whole history of the State. It was only necessary for one
to be a g-oocr liste!'ler to satisfv Mrs. · Acton. At
last, after she had rattled on in one steady stream
for half an hour, she a sked Alice her name.
"I am Miss Wendel, of New York." was th e
reply. "I am out here for my health. UnionburgSprings have been recomme:Qded to me, so I
thought I would try the water."
"Bless me!" cried Mrs. Acton, "that's where
-I am going-. I haven't a card with me where I can
get at it handy. My name is Mrs. Fink." Alice
did not know that this had, indeed, once been her
name. Sh.e thought it assumed on the spur of the
moment.
·.. And you are going· to try the springs, too?"
she asked.
"Well, no," was the reply. "Not exactly. I
am interested in a mine up there. I am going
te> meet my husband." It began to look as if it
might be all straight. Alice could imagine many
1·easims why Mrs. Acton might desire to conceal
her identity, especially owing -to the notoriety
th~ case of the judge's disappearance had attailied. She . determined not to press matters
further, but just to · cultivate the woman's acquaintance. When thev arrived at Unionburg
the y both went to the big hotel and Alice was
able to secure a room very close to that of Mrs.
Acton.
. But she saw nothing of the judg·e. Mrs. Acton
informed her that her husband, Mr. Fink , was
expected to arrive from the West at anv time, but
she could not tell just when he might come. Thus
all Alice could do was to settle down to await
developments and she sent a cipher despatch to
Old King Brady, in care of a party in Denver,
whom she knew would promptly deliver it to that
· effect. This was received by the old detective
when he returned to the hotel that evening. His
scheme to work into the plant of the Antelope
Spring Co. had been a success ·so far as it went,
for he was engaged tQ take the place of the sick
employee, and all through the day _the old detective worked hard at washing- big bottles and fillingthem. The water was there all right. There was
no fake about that. It was raised by a steam
pump insicle the building. The company cet·tainly did an extensive business. Many wagon- _
loads of water bottles of various sizes were
shipped tbat day. Mr. Fink was around the place
until a late hour in the afternoon.
He seemed to be a worker and to take personal
charge of nearly all details of the business. There
was nothing suspicious about the place, except
the secrecy with which everything was conducted,
but then as Old King Brady assured himself the
natUl'e of the business called for that, in a way.
Manv of these bottled waters are merely ordinary spring· water, charged with carbonic acid
v:as, of course, but this was not. All that the old
detective saw bottled actually was pumped up
there in the building, and one of the hands assured him that it was always so. Night came
and Old King Bradv had g·ained no inform:.t.ion
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of the least interest. Finding- Harry still absent,
without explanation, when he returned to the
hotel, it worried him not a little. It began to
look as if sometning- serious must have occurred.
Alice's despatch seemed to connect Mrs. Acton
with the mystery, for it mentioned that she was
passing: undet the name of Mrs. Fink at the
Unionbur_g- hotel.
Another day passed, and still the situation remained unchanged so far as Harry was concerned, but Old King Brady was able to score
· a point. Mr. Fink did n·o t show up that da.v. Old
King Bradv wondered if he had gone to Unionburg to meet Mrs. Acton. During- the afterno9n
the old detective was kept at work in the yard ,
thinkerin.~r up the wooden crates in which the bi_gwater bottles were shipped. This g-ave him a
chance to g-et in a little of his fine work. The
gate which cut off the yard from the street was
secured by a large lock, there were no bolts.
Old King Brady, who had nrovided hirpself with
a piece of wax, was able to g-et an impression
of this lock, unobserved, during the day. And
havin_g- placed the wax in a cool place, he carried
it. away with him when he left Jat five o'clock, and
hurryin.~r to a locksmith had a key llj,ade. Whether
it would work or not was a question, but the
most important point was whether the place was
"!Uarded at ni.~rht or rrot.
One of his fellow-workmen assured the old
detective that there was no one there at night, but
remembering- what he and Alice had seen , Old
King Brady was inclined to doubt this. It seemed
probable that the day employees knew nothing .of
¥.rhat went on inside that bil1' gate at night. But
Old King Brady was determined to. know at any
risk when he took his wax impression, and he
was all the more so when upon reaching the hotel
he received the follo_wing: despatch from Alice:
"Man named Fink here. From conversation
overl;leard, believe judge to be alive and held a
prisoner in this section. Think you better come."
Old Kin.~r Brady thought so, too. Moreover, he
came to the conclusion that Harry's trail must
have led him in the same direction and that this
accounted for his complete disappearance. If
there had been a train out of Denver that night
for Unionburg, Old King Bradv would have
dropped everything and have gone, but there was
not, so he determined to go ahead with his plan
for the night and leave first thing in the morning. He realized the risk he ran, fully, but the
old detective never takes personal danger into
'a01ount.
·
"I 'am bound to get in there to-ni.~rht and solve
this mystery if the thing is possible," he said ' to
himself. "I mav run into trouble, but I shall g·o
fully prepare'd." He accordingly procured an extra revolver, which he concealed in a secret
pocket, and a little before midnight started for
Lowe street to see what he could do toward solving the mystery of the house on High street. He
was dressed in his usual fashipn, and before going
to the company's plant he called around- on High
street. Here he found Judge Actonls house deserted. It looked a s if Mrs. Acton had said or
written something to the police which had caused
them to give up their watch. Old King· Brady
let himself in with his key, listened for the noises,
but heard nothing·. As he was comihg out, Mr.

Stover hailed him from his own stoop and came
forward.
"Well. Mr. Brady, still working- on the case of
the man next door?" he asked.
"Still working-," was the reply.
"And with what success? I have been meaningto look you up, but· I have been very busy."
"I can't· say that I have met witL any very
.~rreat success," replied the old detective: "at the
same time I have pretty well solved the mystery
in my own mind."
"H.ave you, then."
"Have you heard the noises since nig-ht b'efore
last?"
"No. There were none last nig-ht, and they
only lasted a little while the ni.~rht before. Does
that help out your theory?"
"It neither helps nor hinders it."
"If you don't mind, I should g-reath· like to
know what your theory is?" Old King- Brad\'
had rather taken a likin.~r for Mr. Stover, whom
he believed to be perfectlv sincere. He. therefore. decided to tell him all that was in his mind,
and did so.
"Do you know." said Stover. "I believe you. have
solved the mystery. The same idea occUlTed to
me, but it seemed so far-fetched that I said
nothing· about it."
"I don't know about it being- far-f.etched. Can
you think of any point in Colorado where _g-old
mig-ht not occur?"
"Scarcely any. Certainly none in the mountains." And Denver is eig-ht thousand feet up.
Besides, il:old was found here in earh- da\· ."
"Sure it was. My father washed g-old l'ig-ht
out of Cherry Creek."
"Then, there you are. In dig·g-ing- for this
spring-, Fink may have struck color and g-one
ahead, keeping- his find secret from everv one
but Judg-e Acton."
·
"But why attack the .iudg-e? Wh y kidnap ·him,
as seems to have been done?"
"That part of th-e business mav have no connection with the secret mine. Fink seems to be
an all-around rascal. There is no telling· what he
may be driving- at."
"He is all of that. I don't know him personally, but I do know his reputation. He is. no g·ood
at all, although of late he has pretended .to do
a straight business. Do you know, I'd just like to
take a hand in with you, to-nig-ht."
·
"Would you. then? Rather a risky business."
"Oh, I don't mind that. I have some fight in
me yet. M~· wife is away, so I don't have to put
it up to her. I'm with you. Brady, if you say
the ·word."
"All right, then," replied the old detective,
·"come ahead, but be prepared for failure. The
chances are a hundred to one that we hall find
a nig-ht shift at the waterworks , and out·selves
with our hands f ull at the very start. Have you
a revolver?"
·
"Yes, in the house."
"Go and get it, then. It is necessary to be
prepared." Stover soon returned with the revolver, and he and Old King· Bradv then went
around on Love street. Listening· at the g·ate and
hearing nothing·, the old detective fitted his false
ke y into the lock, sca1·cely expecting- it to work.
It did, however. Cautiously Old King· Brady
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opened the gate. The building- was dark. He
could ee no one in the yard.
"Well," he whispered, "success seems to attend
the first step. Come on, Mr. Stover. We will
take the next, which is to get into the building
if we can."
CHAPTER IX.-Prisoners Underground.
Harry's efforts to free his hands · ignally
failed, and the coming of night found his situa+ion unchanged. AI:, the evening advanced, he
fpll asleep, put he had not r~mained long thus
·'ten he was aroused by hearing heavy footsteps.
, arrv sat up and listened. He had already
a,;certained that he was in a cave of considerable
size, but he had hesitated to attempt" its exploration in the dark, hampered as he was. Now he
caught sight of a glimmer of light in the distanc.e, and soon he saw Superintendent Baker
approaching, carrying a lantern in one 1land and
a basket in the other.
"Well, young- fellow," said the superintendent,
in a friendly tone, "I suppose you thought .I had
forgotten all about you."
"I was bee-innin.sr to wonder."
"If I had gone back on you? Well, I don't
blame you, for it looked that way. It isn't so,
however. I expected to be able to get in here
before, but it was simply impossible. Now let
me untie yc<Ir hands and you shall have something to eat. You have had a prettv uncomfortable day of it, I suppose?" Harry admitted it.
It was an immense relief to have his hands free.
The basket was well stocked with provisions. It
seemed to Harry that he had never made so good
a meal. Mr. Baker said but little while he ate,
but after he was through he began to talk.
"Now see here, Kenned y," he commenced, "I
am satisfied that you have only told me part of
the truth, though I don't doubt that your beinglocked in that car was an accident. all right.
There has been a mysterious disappearance in
Denver. Man named Judge Acton. I see by the
papers that you Bradys are working on the case.
Own up now. You are Young King Brady. You
were at work on the Acton mystery when you
got nipped in that car. I sn't it so?" It seemed
bef't to admit ·the truth, and Harry did so without unnecessarv words.
"I knew it!" exclaimed Baker, triumphantly.
"Now listen. The judge has the reputation of being a very mean man a:t;Jd it is justly so, but as
it happens he has been liberal with me and has
done me many favors in the past. So much for
the judge. Now as to his enemies, it also happens that I am in their employ and my bread and
butter depends upon me standing- in with them.
I am not going- to tell you who they are, nor to
expose any of the secrets of this place, but I will
tell you that the judge lives. He is a prisoner
here. The intention is to force him to make a
will in his wife's favor, for as it now stands at
hi s death she will be deprived of everything. That
will is to be dated back a year, and once the
judge puts his name to it his doom is sealed, for
if they don't kill him outright they will starve
him to death, which amounts to the same thing."
"And you want my help to . get him out of
this?" Questioned Harry.
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"That's it, exactly," replied Baker. "For me to
move openly in the matter would spell my finish .
The man is in wretched shape. He can scarcely
stand on his feet. I can't provide you with any
help and it is a Question how you are · going to
handle him. but that must be considered later .
For to-niLrht I pr·opose to take you to t he judge
and introduce you. To-morrow we will trv and
hit upon some plan· to g-et him away. Now follow me." He led tlie way back through the cave,
COJ?ling in a moment to a narrow passage, this
bemg followed for a considerable distance, they
came upon a heavy iron door. Baker produced a
key and unlocked it, remarking, as he did so , that
thev were in a place of many secrets. As he
said it, Harry thought he hear·d a smothered
laugh.
·
"Did you hear that?" he whispered.
"What?" breathed Baker, turning slightl y
pale.
"I thought I heard some one laug·h."
"I heard nothing. Besides, it is impossible."
"It came iust as you remarked that this was a •
place of many secrets."
"Nonsense! It ·is just your imagination. There's
no chance for any one. to hide here unless it is
behind the door." He flun<r it open as he spoke,
but there was no one t9 be seen. A lar.srer cave
was now revealed.
omewhere in the di stance
Harrv could hear a heavy poundin~r as if miners
were at work drilling. When this sound ceased
he heard water falling from a height. Meanwhile,
Baker was hurrying him forward. They continued on until they came to the other end of
the cave, wheTe a lantern hun.sr in a little niche.
Here there was a table and a chair. In the niche
a mattress had been thrown down and upon it
lay an elderly ma:t:~ with his head tied up. He was
in a deep sleep.
"There lies yo ur Judge Acton " whispere<!
Baker. "You have seen him befo;·e, perhaps."
"Never."
"Well. you see him now, what there is left of
him. He is a prettv badly used-up man and in
my judgment these people are likely to overrea<;h
themselves. I don't believe he is going to pull
out of t.ltis."
"He certainly looks pretty bad."
"Doesn't he? I shall not di sturb him. I shall
leave you here with him. Make· his acQuaintance.
Encourage him all you can. If you hear anv one
cominJ!', get back into the cave and hide. I will
see you to-monow and by that time I hope to
ha_ve fixed up some scheme to get you both out of
this. Now I must leave for I may be missed by
one who 1·epresents the . chief actor in this business." He was just turning away when Jud~re
Acton awoke.
"That you, Baker?" he exclaimed, freely at
the same time sittinlt up.
·'
"As vou see, iudge," was the reply. "How are
·
you feeling?"
"Badl y enough. Who is this man?"
"Judge, he is a detective. I am bringing him
here in the hope that he may be of some help
to you. I have not forgotten mv promise. Help
yo u personally I cannot, but--"
"Baker," interrupted the judge, "I know ho\""
you feel. I appreciate your loyalty to me, but,
m y dear fellow, it is all too late."
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"How?" cried the superintendent. "You don't
mean to say-- "
"That I have signed. Yes."
"The deuce! When was this?"
"Rollins was here about .an hour ago. I couldn't
stand it any longer, Baker. It was no use, so I
gave up and signed the will. This is what comes
of being with that wicked woman. I ought to
have divorced her two years ago. But 1 propose. :
to stand to it. After all, what does it matter?
I have no children. It is ndthing to me what
becomes of my monev after I am dead."
" "I am very much afraid, judge, that you have
but a poor understanding of the situation," said
Baker, gravely. "What promises did Rollins hold
out?"
"I am to be set free in the morning and t aken
to the hotel .at Unionburg Springs. Margaret
will be there and, although I shall not see her,
she is to look after mv comfort and see me nursed
back to health again, if such a thing is posssible."
"Then let us hope that they stick to their
agreement," said the superintendent, "but I can
be of no service to you in that regard. If you
• take my advice, you
make .a new will just as
soon as you do get -free. You are not bound by
either law or honor to stand to any agreement
entered into with such scoundrels as Rollins and
-and company."
"Judge," said Baker, so~mnly; "I believe you
are deceived. I don't, and can't believe that Mrs.
Acton was a party to this plot."
"You deceive yourself," replied the judge.
"Who should know my wife if I do not? But,
besides that, I have Rollins's word for it."
"As to that, I wouldn't believe him under oath,"
declared Baker.
"But I must leave you now," he added, "and
I am leaving Mr. Brady with you. Reme·mber, he
knows nothing of the business here and nothing
is to be told him. I have risked my own life in
bringing him to you, so be careful."
"I thank you, I am sure, but I don't see what
he can do for me," said the judge, and after a
little further talk the superintendent left them
and went off through the cave in a different direction from the one in which he and Harry had
come. The judge now lay down, and for a fe w
moments did not speak. Then he asked Harry
how it happened that he was there. Seeing no
reason why he should not tell all, Young King
Brady did so . The judge immediately sat up and
paid close attention.
"And mv wife came to you at the hotel and
engaged you r services?" he asked.
"Yes, sir. She seemed very earnest about it,
too. It is all just as I tell you."
"H'm! Those noises next door concern no one
but myself. It would be a good scheme if my
neighb-ors would find their · own business. As for
you, let me tell you, young man, that you, have
got yourself into a pretty mess. Baker cant get
you out of here if he tries, nor can I. The chances
are a hundred to one that this is going to cost
you your life."
· "May I ask how these people came to llet you?"
inquired Harry, scarcely expecting an answer.
"Oh, they came in by the window," replied the
judge. "There is a way which I can't explain.
Masked men. They knocked me down and l cut
nw head terribly, That is where all the blood
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came from. I suppose you saw it. Afterwards
they drugged me and brought me here."
"But the house was found all locked up, judge.
This is what puzzled Old King Brady and me.
The windows were nailed down, too, and the doors
bolted on the inside. How did thev get you out?"
The judge seemed amazed.
·
"Now look here, youn_g; man, that's my business," he said. "I nailea those windows and
fastened the doors. I was ryreparing to go on a
journey. Take it straight from me that I don't
want any detectives meddling with my affairs."
He spoke with considerable feeling. Harry felt,
on his part, that he was anything but a welcome
vi,sitor. There was strained silence for a moment,
when, suddenly hearing footsteps and catching
a gli~~er of light. Harry remarked that he
wondered if Mr.., B'aker could be coming back
again.
"It may be somebody else," said the judge. "If
you are wise you will make yourself scarce,
young man." It seemed good advice, and Young·
King Brady retreated into the shadows. But it
proved' to be Mr. Baker back in a high state of
excitement.
"Why, look here, judge!" he cried. "The lock
has been changed. My key won't work. I begin
tc think that I have been spied upon and am
locked in ."
•
"Nonsense!" snapped the judge. "They would
never dare. But go try the other door, Baker.
Probably you can get out by the way you came
in and take this young man along with you. I
don't want him."
"Come," said the superintendent, and Harry
followed him through the cave. No word was
spoken until they reached the iron door which
had been left open. It was closed now, however.
Baker inserted his key, which turned the lock all
right, but still tlre door would not budge.
"It's bolted!" said Harry.
"Surest thing you know!" cried Baker, who
was now deathly pale.
"Remember the laugh."
"I'm remembering it for all am worth, young
man. They have locked us in with the judge. I
have been spied upon and this is the result. They
mean to leave us here to starve."

CHAPTER X.-The High Street Mystery Solved.
Old King Brad y tackled the door of the spring
company's house with his bunch of skeleton ke ys ,
and after several attempts succeeded in finding
one which would open it. They went inside, and
leaving the door unfastened behind him, Old King
Brady, with his flashlight, looked up a lantern,
which had been left in a certain place, and lighted
it.
.
"We seem to have the premises to ourselves,
all right," remarked Mr. Stover. "I don't hear a
s ound."
"Yes, it is apparently all right so far," replied.
the old detective, "but we must be very cautious.
There may be some one sleeping upstairs. We
won't talk." During the day, Old King· Bracly's
attention had been drawn to a certain door at ~he
back of the building·, which was always locked,
and he felt pretty certain that here, if anywhere,
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he was I!Oing- to find a clew to the secret. He
now went to work on the lock and easily found
a skeleton kev which would master it. A discovery
which at once confirmed his theon· was the result. For the door concealed a shaft and a hoisting apparatus. There were electric lig-hts here,.
but the old detective did not venture to turn them
"MMn. He leaned over the mouth of the shaft and
held his lantern down as far as he could reach,
but he could not see the bottom. There was a
standing ladder fixed against the side of the
shaft. Tlie hoist consisted of two ordinary ore
tubs and a windlass, which was intended to be·
worked by hand.
"Plain case," whispered Stover, obeying the old
detective's caution not to speak aloud.
"So it would seem," was the reply. "Let us
listen carefully. If we hear nothing· we will venture down." Not a sound reached their ears, so
Ol d King Brady descended the ladder, Stover
following-. And now the mystery of the house on
High street was to be explained. For the ladder ended at the mouth of a twmel, which extended in the direction of High street. A few feet from
the bottom of the shaft they came upon the uipe
which drew the water from the spring. It ex. tended down into a circular pool, walled about
with stone and cross·ec;i by a bridg-e. Further on
they came upon a chamber of some size, which
had been blasted out of the ledge and through it
Tan a s pretty a quartz vein as one could wish
t o see. Old King Brady examined it in several
places, but could find only traces of gold. Not so ·
with quite a pile of ore which had been blasted
out. Much of, this was very rich in· g-old. And
here there were mining tools, wheelbarrows and
explosives, everything- needed for the work. A
l ow tunnel extended f urther on, following the line
of the vein.
"Well, this tells the story," r emarked Stover,
"but I don't think we can be under the house yet."
"Not yet, but that tunnel will take us there,"
replied the old detective. He had scarcely spoken
when both were startled by noises in the direction from which thev had come. •
"Listen ! They are letting- down the tub," whispered Old King Brady. "Brother Stover, we are
up against trouble now."
"Surest thing you Rnow! Do we run for it or
stand and fight? I'm with you on either count."
"Let us run, by all means, if we can. Let us
take to the tunnel, and be quick!" They hurried
..on, coming presently to the mouth of another and
smaller shaft, where there was a ladder. By
this time voices could. be heard behind them.
"Shoot 'em at sight, whoever they are!" one
·
cried.
"Up with you!" breathed Old King Brady.
Stover lost no time, taking the Tantern with him.
Old King Brady quickly followe d.
"Here's the· top!" called Stover, in a minute.
"There is' some kind of queer contraption here-a
handle!"
"Work it! Work it!" called the old detective.
"It is the road out probably." Just then a lig-ht
' Jlashed at the foot of the ladder. Three men were
there. Old King· Brady heard himself addressed
by a name which would not look well in p1·int,
and instantlv a shot was fired.
"Come down out of that! Come down or you're
dead ones!" the same voice cl'ieU. But Old King
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Brady did not wait for the order to be finished.
That shot was a miss, but the next one might not
be. He fired three in quick succession. It cleared ,
the decks. Some one yelled out that he was shot.
"Now you fellows stand from under if you
know when you are well off!" shouted Old King
Brady.
"I've got it open!" called Stover.
"UP with .vou, then," replied the old detective,
and when his turn came he found himself coming
out through the bed of the old heater. The thingwas a fake. It concealed a hole in the cellar
floor. When Stover pulled on the handle it swung
to one side. Waiting only to push it back into
place so as to delav their pursuers as much as
possible, Old King Brady and Mr. Stover rushed
upstairs and out through the basement door to
:vhich the .old detective had had a key. It was an
Immense relief to find themselves safely on the
street; of course.
.
"Let's slide into your house, Brother Stover,"
said Old King Brady. "There is no sense in our
being seen. The y can't have identified us, I
fancy." The y were inside within a minute. Listening against the basement wall they could hear
their pursue-rs moving about. Old ·King- Brady
jumped to the window, bu t the men did not show
themselves on the street.
"Well," cried Stover at length , ''it seems we
got. there."
"We certainly did ," smiled the old detective.
"I have formed a habit of g-etting there."
"I'd .iust like to know if those fellows are under my property?"
·
• "What g-ood would it do yo.u? If they have
located that claim you can't help vour self :fw·ther
than to claim damages. - If they haven't thev
will probably lose no time in doing so.
'
·
"But we have done enoug-h for one night," he
added. "Now I am g-oing to bed." On his wav
back to the hotel, Old King- Brady passed through
Lowe street. Two rough-looking men were standing at the gate of the s pring- company's premises.
They eyed him sharply, but did not s peak.' As
he _passed a drug store on a neighboring corner,
which_ w~ s still open, the old clete~ive saw two
men ms1de, one of whom was having- his a rm
bandag·ed . Was he the man who had been shot'!
Old King Brady wondered. But it was all he
ever knew about the matter.
"None of my business how manv secret mines
J udge Acton and his friend Fink \vork," he said
to him elf. "The call from Alice is the next
thing on the program. To-morrow I go to Unionburg. " There was a way-train leaving bv that
railroad at si.x the next morning, and Old King
Brady caught it, reaching Unionburg at a little
before time. Alice was at the station to meet
him. ·
"I felt sure you'd come on this train and not
w:;tit for the express," she said . "and it is well
that you did . Things have taken altog·ether an
unexpected turn. You want to get to the .hotel
and see Mrs. Acton right away."
"What! Am I up against that woman again?"
lauvhed the old detective.
"Yes; we were all wrong about her. She is
perfectly sincere. She is weak and foolish but
there is nothing crooked about he r:"
'
" What's the word'!"
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"Why, it is like this : She came up here under the name of Fink.?"
"Her fhst husband's name."
"Yes, I know now, but I didn't at first. It
seems she did that to avoid being questioned
about her husband. A man of the same name
came yesterday from Denver and joined her."
~ "Her ex-brother-in-law, so to speak?"
"Yes. They had an interview and it was .a
very stormv one. I managed to slip into a vacant
rooin next to hers and overheard part of it. It
appears that Fink confessed to her that he had
kidnapped Judge Acton imd was holding him a
prisoner until he made a new will in her favor.
Mrs. Acton was most indignant. Fink tried to
calm her. He offered to marry her as soon as
· the judge was dead, and intimated that he would
put him out of the way. Then the storm burst.
Fink fled for his life and managed to get a!Vay,
which was lucky for him, for she tried to have
him arrested. I jumped in, then, and declared
myself. I had an awful time with her, for alih.ough you may find it hard to believe, she
seems to· have some affection for her husband
still. I told her I had sent for you, and she is
most anxious to l1ave us take up the case again."
"And Harry, Alice?"
"Hasn't he turned up yet?"
"No, and no word."
"And I have none. This is getting serious."
"Very, but I have solved the mystery of the
house on High street." And Old King Brad y
went on to explain. He finished his story before
thev reached the hotel, where Alice at once con- ·
ducted him to Mrs. Acton's room. That lady received them in her bo14doir.
"Mr. Brady, I can't tell you how sorry I am I
made such an awful . break," she exclaimed. "I
suppose dear Miss Montgomery has told you all
about it. The idea of me marrying that wicked
wretch and being a party to the murder of the
judge, who, stingy as he is to other folk , has
~!ways treated me liberally enough. I can't
imagine what I can ever have said or done to put
it into Fink's head that I was that sort of a woman. I never--"
"Did he give you the least hint as to where
Judge Acton is?" broke in Old King Brady, trying to steer her onto "Business street."
"I'm coming to that," replied · Mrs. Acton.
"That's why I wanted so much to see you. I am
sure the judge is alive and that he is locked in
somewhere near here. He belongs to a whole lot
of companies, the judge does. One of them is up
here. He used to often come to Unionburg. Some
quartz mill.
afraid it's crooked; they kept it
awful secret. Fink was in it, too. From a remark he dropped yesterday I h~ve an idea that
may be the place, but, of course, there is no telling. You see--"
"I'll look it up," said Old Kin g Brady, satisfied
that unless he checked her she would never stop.
"I have made such a fool of myself," groaned
Mrs. Acton. "I ought not to have written you
that letter, but then, you see, I believed what
Fink said. Of course, I was an awful fool. The
man's a gambler and a crook. My fi'rst husband
was his brother, Mr. Brady. He never trusted Al.
He always said he was the bigge. t liar in the
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don't know where you will look for him. The
idea of him thinking I'd marry htm after him
killing my husband! Who ever heard of such
a thing? · This comes of the jpdge living alone.
He couldn't stand me around, but he ought t o
have had a housekeeper or some woman to keep
him straight." There was nothing to be learned
from Mrs. Acton that was certain. Tired of
listening to her talk, Old King Brady pulled out
as soon as he could, taking -:Alice with him.
"You are wasting time with that woman," he
said. "Aside from the judge, we want to get busy
on Harry's account. I am satisfied that he has
got himself mixed up with these people, and I
bep-in to fear the worst. If this man Fink would
murder Judge Acton for his money, he certainly ·
would not hesitate to put the boy out of the way.''
"Don't talk like that, Mr. Brady," said Alice,
anxiously. "I can't and won't believe that Harry
is dead. Think how shrewd he is and how much
he has been through with. I don't doubt that he
has fallen into trouble, but he will be able to
take care of himself, I an;.,sure."
·
"Let u s hope so," replred Old King Brady, "but
in the meantime we must act. I am going now
to see the proprietor of this hotel to trv to learn
something of Fink's movements, if he · knows the "11
man. Wait for me in the parlor, Alice. I shall
return as soon as I can." He was gone some
time, however, and when he did return, Alice
saw by his face that he felt encom·aged.
"You have learned something," she said.
"I have," replied Old King Brady. "It is nothing so very definite, but it is certainly a pointer.
The landlord knows Fink only by reputation, but
he has heard that the man has frequently been
seen in a wild 1·egion to the south of here. Coyote
Gulch they call it. A place that is so inaccessible
that it is rarely visited, and yet it, is close to the
railroad . He has sent for an old prospector who
reported this to him. The man is an oddity. The
landlord feels sure that he knows more about
Fink's movements than he has told."
"But about -this truartz mine which Mrs. Acton
says Fink and her husband are both interested
in," said Alice.
"There is only one quartz mine in this vicinity,
and that is the Blue Jay," replied Old King
Brady. "It is a valuable and extensive property
and lies in the immediate vicinity of this Coyote
Gulch. It is run strictly on business lines. No
stock for sale; owned by an En_g-lish syndicate.
It turns out an immense amount of gold by working low-grade ores on scientific principles. Accordin_g- to the landlord, its affairs are kept very
close. I can scarcely believe that Fink and the
.iudge are interested in this prope1-ty, and yet
what else brings Fink up here so freQuently?
h is a problem, but when this wiseacre turns up
we may get a point. Let u wait and see." All
of which was very wise reasonin_g- on Old King
Brady's part, no doubt, but it scarcely relieved
Alice's anxiety about Harry. She wanted to be
up and doing, but. there are times when inaction... .
seems to be a necessity, and this was certainly · •one of them.
CHAPTER XL-A Strike for Freedom.
Superintendent Baker was a badly frightened
man . That he had P"ood rP.ason to be. Yo\lll.R

•
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King Brady was willing to assume, for whatever
else might be said of the superintendent he was
certainly a man of much common sense.
"Let u s examine this door and see if there is
nc> way of breaking through," sugg·ested Young
King Brady.
"Do it, but you will find none," said Baker. "I
~ilt these doors myself _and I did not build them
to be broken down. It is as I tell you, Brady.
My taking up with you has brought this thing
upon me. They mean to leave me here to starve
to death, along with the judge. There is no way
out of it unless-" He checked himself abruptl y.
•
"Well," said Harry, "and wh~t about the unless?"
"We will wait and see," replied Baker. " Of
course, there is the possibility that I may be
wrong. Until I am satisfied that they have actuall y turned against me I am not giving anything away." And that was the beginning of a
long wait. We pass over the dreary hours which
followed. All that day, all the next ntght, half
of the following day dragged by-they were waiting still. No one came near them. Young· King
Brady had tried his hand at both the iron doors,
and more than once, but all in vain. Judge
Acton slept most of the .t ime; he seemed to have
fallen into a mental condition, which d_ulled his
senses.
"They will come to us , the\· will come," he
kept saying. "I have Rollins' promise. I can't
believe that he will go back on me. Some oversight. Something has happened. Yes, they will
surely come." But they did not come, and the
case began to look very serious.
Young
King Brady made many trips about the cave.
All through the day he could hear miners at work
in the distance, and once a blast was fired , which
brought down great pieces of rock dangerously
near their heads. It was during one of these
trips that Harry discovered the location of falling water which he had heard when he first entered the cave. It came down through a seam in
the rock over in a remote corner. The stream
was as big around a s a man's bod~'·
It fell from a height of about forty feet, drop~ng into a narrow rift in the floor of the cave,
about twenty feet deep, through which it ran
with gTeat swiftness. Ha-rry traced it to a point
where it passed in under · the rocks and disappeared. What lay beyond? Harry a sked himself. He put the question to Baker, but the
superintendent did not appear to want to talk
about it.
"Brady," said the superintendent, next clay,
"do vou realize that something has to be clone or
we shall be dead ones before man v hours have
passed?"
"I do," replied Harry, "and sirice we can't open
those doors I see but one way."
"To what do you refer?"
"T)1e stream. It must have an outlet somewhere. Would it not be oossible to fo llow it in
der those rocks? It can't be very deep."
· "You have hit it," replied Baker. "It is the
only way, and that is what I referred to when I
suggested that there might be a way out, yesterday. But I know nothing definite, and in an~·
ease we can't take the judge."
"Don't you think, Mr. Baker," said Harry, "that
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the time has come for you to speak out and tell
me something of this place?"
"It has," replied Baker.' "and I am going to
do it right now. This is a crooked mine, Brady.
That is all there is to it. Judge Acton is in the
deal, but the leading spirit is a man 'named Albert
Fink. A third partner is this man Rollins the
judge talks about. He is a Denver lawyer and
is one of the coldest-blooded scoundrels who ever
went unhung. Let me tell you something of the
history of this place."
"I wish you woul:d ," replied Harry, "and under
the circumstances I feel that I have a right to
know."
"It is like this," continued Baker: "On the
other side of this ridge lies Long Guleh. There,
for the last twentv years, an English syndicate
have been working· a wide quartz vein which i:;
full of low-grade gold ore, running so wonderfullv uniform that it has proved immensely profitable. The Blue Jay is a very close corporation ,
and their ,operations have been carried on with
much secrecy. Once I was superintendent of that
mine."
"I begin to understand," said Harry, "and while
you acted in that capacity you discovered a way
of tapping their vein."
"You ~ve hit it. This cave is one of three.
The one adjoining extends far in under the ridge
and away over on to the Blue Jay's claim. On
one wall the vein lies exposed. This discovery
I made by accident, and having made it, I set out
to turn it to my own advantage. To this day
the Blue Jav people have no idea of what is going
on. We have been tapping their vein for the
last five years. It was I who organized the company. I did it through Fink. He got the judge
into it and through the judge came Rollins. I
had no money, so all I coul secure .was the
superintendency and a block of t he stock.
"And it has paid?"
"Indeed it has. We built a little qua1tz mill in
a gulch, so completely surrounded by cliffs as to·
be almost inaccessible, and there is almost no
point from which one can look down into it. 'Yet
there is a wav in, and by that road alt our machinery has been hauled and ore and supplies
pass in and out. Rollins had pull enough with
the railroad to get them to build a private track.
the one over which you came. And in this mill of
ours we have not only cruShed the ore we have
been stealing· from the Blue J.ay, but we have
also handled other ore which comes up f rom
Denver."
•
;'
"And which is mined right there in the city
under a house on High street," put in Harry, for
now the truth dawned upon him.
"It i s so. Who told you?" said Baker.
"Pieced it out fro-m facts I know and your
story," replied Harr y. Go on."
"There is little more to tell. That Denver
lead is only a pocket. It is about worked out
now. Fink discovered it while digging- a well in
the cellar of a building he owns on the adjoining·
street. As he could not do anything· straig·ht if
he tried, he worked it crooked. Judge Acton stood
the hat!ul.
in with him . They made money
Now, like all other crooks, the:v are beginning to
turn ag·ainst each other. You see how the y have
turned on the judge. Fink wants to get rid of
him and to grab hL fortune by marrving· thP.

oy
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iud£e's wife. As for me, I draw a big salary and
know too much, that's why I have been slated for
extermination. Now that's about all there is to
it, Brady. Fink and Rollins would either one of
them sell his .own brother. You can thus see how'
little we have to hope for. There isn't the least .
doubt as to what the:v intend our fate shall be."
"Then all the more r€ason why we should act
now while we have stren£th left. Where do :vou
imagine that ~tream would lead us to providing
we can follow its course?"
"I haven't the most remote idea. It is a matter
I have often wondered about. There are two
streams running through Coyote Gulch. Whether
this is one of them .or not I can't say. The only
thing for us to do is to make the try. It may,
indeed, bring us directly to our own mill."
"Well," said Harry, "it seems to me we have
talked enough. Now is the time for action. Shall
we take to the stream and see where it leads
us?"
"Yes," replied Baker, "let us do so. We won't
;;ay a word to the judge. He is too n"ear a dead
one to make it worth while. 1'
"We may as well strip, I suppose, and carry
our clothes with us. It is entirely possible that
we shall have to swim for it." Baker assented.
The,· undressed and tied their clothes into compact bundles, which each secured to his head. The .
superintendent then led Harry to a point where
the descent into the rift was comparatively easy,
and they went down. Harrv sounded the water
with a stick, while Baker held the lantern. It
proved to be abaut up to his waist.
"Come on," replied Harry. "The sooner we·
make the venture the sooner it will be over," and
he boldl y entered this natural tunnel, which was
just about hi£h enough to enable him to stand upright. And now the bed of the stream appeared
to descend. Not only that, but it narrowed and
the water g-rew deeper. A few feet more and it
was up around their necks. Baker had to hold
up the lantern to keep it f~om being submerged.
"This is gettinl!: strenuous," he growled. "We
ghall have to wim for it in a minute."
"Eithet that or be swept off our feet. It is
running twice as fast as it did," Harry replied.
They advanced, and the pull of the stream increased, although the depth remained the same.
Suddenly Baker vanished, the light going with
him. Breathlessly, Harry listened for him to
rise, and as he did so hi s ears caught an ominous
f;Ound. It was water falling and apparentl y from
a considerable hetght. Did the stream take a
~>udden drop on ahead? ·
'~ Baker!
Baker!" shouted Harry.
"I am here ! I stepped into a hole, I suppo>:e,"
the superintendent's voice . replied. "I am swimming now. We must go back! You hear!"
"I do, indeed! But can we breast the currr.ent "?
lt seems prettv strong." Even as Harry spoke
his feet slipped from under him. He struggled to
recover himself, but the pull of the current was
too strong.
·
"Look out for yo urself ! I'm a gonei·!" he
cried. There was no .answer, or perhaps the roar
of the falling· water, which had now greatly increased, drowned it. The next instant Harry
felt himself falling. He had r · ' d over the
brink. Down he went in the da1 n.11ess. He was
falling into unknown depths.

CHAPTER XII.-Conclusion.

At about the same time when Harry
Superintendent Baker started on their
.iourne~· . QJd King- Brady, accompanied
and a roug·h-looking man, left a l<>>lv<•r-hmm•1•
train at a certain siding in a deep
"So thi s i s oux. starting point, is it?"
the old detective, looking around.
"This is it, boss," replied the old prospector,
who accompanied them, Jim Withers by name
He was the man mentioned by the landlord, by
whom he had been introduced to Old King- Brady.
At first it did not look as if anything was going
to come of it. The man admitted that he knew
Fink; thought him a pleasant gentleman-that
was as far as he would go. But if "money
talks," it all:'o has the power to make people
talk. Old King Brad y told Jim Withers the whole
storv and offered a hundred dollars for any information which might lead to the discoverv of
Harry's fate. Then it appeared that Withers did
know something of a hidden quartz mill down by
Coyote Gulch.
"It's in a reg·ular hiding-hole," he said. "I
wasn't n.ever down in thar. for they keep it
guarded, but I know what I know and what I
know I won't tell, but this much I will do;
I'll take you there and point the place out
to you, and I reckon I'm the only man vou
could find who either could or would do it. Further than that, don't ask me to go." And this
was all Old King Brady could get out of the man.
It \\·a s something, how~ver, and there was always
the chance that it might lead to something· more.
So the old detective embraced the opportunity,. the
place being at no great distance from Unionburg, and here they were.
,
"It's about a mile to the erik," said '~'ithers.
"From a rock there you can see the mill, but I
advise you to be keerful. If you are seen by the
g-uard, and they have 'em all around, you'll be
shot, surest thing. It hain't no place for a lady,
nohow."
"Never you · mind me, Mr. Vi' ithe r ~ ." replied
Alice. "I am' well used to roughing· ', and as
for dang-er, I never take it into accoun t."
"Follow me," said the prospector, and he started down the track.
It was as wild a scene as can be well imagined.
Huge walls of rock towered on either side, a
rushing stream swept through the gulch, the
track being· on a narrow shelf of rock, partly
natural and partly hew n out of the cliff by the
hand of man.
Presently they came to a place where/ there
was a break in the cliff on the other si de. Here
the shelf widened out and there was a switch
which ended abruptly where the rocks overhung
the stream.
"See that switch'?" a sked W"ithers.
"Surely," replied the old detective.
"See that hole in the wall over on the other ,
side? "
"I do."
"Well, put this and that together and imag·ine
a bridge across there. Then a freight car could
be shunted over. I hain't saying· there is no
bridJ!"e, and that it can be put in place when it's
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wanted. I hain't saying that the way to Fink's
hidden quartz mill lies down through that there
break. I'm only calling your attention to itthat's all. You can draw your own conclusions.
Come on."
"I'm going to get all he has to give," thought
J,Jlld King Brady, "but I · must let it come in his
6Wn way."
They proceeded about a quarter of a · mile further. · Here the stream ran underground. and
the cliffs on the other side were lower and less
steep. Withers led the way up the side, following no particulat· path, coming presently to a
.narrow break through which they passed. Now
they found themselves looking down into a hole
-where stood a small quartz mill.
· "This is a s far as I'll go," said Wit 1ers , " but
I will wait here till you return if you hain't gone
too long. You can sneak down until. you c:'ln
~~:et a good look into the yard around the mtll.
Mebbe you will see your friend working around
there i{ they are holding him a prisoner. I can't
say."
.
· "And the g'uarcl ?" asked Old King Brady.
"Don't know nothing about that," replied With#rs. "You are liable to run into one of them
"ianywhere from this on. U they catch you they'll
shoot--that's all."
"Well, two can play at that . game," said Old
King: Brady. "Come on, Alice. We must get a
closer view of that outfit. It is well to know
hew to get in there, anyway. We ma y want to
call again."
·
And they went on down the hill. Beneath ran
a rushing 'stream. It was not the stream which
turned the mill. although it might have been a
branch. of it. Old King Brady called Alice's attention to the fact that it issued from under rocks
which marked the end of the rift through which
it ran.
"Let us halt here," he said "and take this all

in."
He produced a powerful opera gkiss and adjusting it .to his eves remained studying the scene
for a mon'ient, when his attention was suddenly
attracted by two men who came running out of
{M mill. They made for the foot of th'e eli~;
"We are seen. They are coming after us ! he
e>:claimed. "Alice, ·we mus t beat a r etreat."
"Mercy on us ! Look! Look!" cried Alice,
pointing to t he stream just mentioned.
Two men wer e being swept along- with the
water. In the clear atmosphere of Colorad o it i s
wonderful how f ar and h ow distinctl y one can
see.
.
"There's Harry !" cried Alice. "The one .ahead."
"You're rig-ht," said the old detective, tu rning
his glass up on the pair.
At the same instant a r..a n came out of th e
mill and stood looking up.
"And th at's F ink," said Old K ing- Brad y.
"Strang e. I don 't see - -"
'
But even a s he s p6ke, Old King Brady d id see
1J6Jnething which turned the whole current of
affairs. · Harry and Baker it actually was. Both
wet·e swept over the waterfall there in the dark.
If they had fallen on rocks, as Harry never doubted they would, then nothing- could have saved
them. But it was not so. They landed in a
deep pool and w~re swept on. No attempt was
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made to speak. Indeed, the noise of the fall s
was so <>Teat that it would have been next to impossible to have made themselves heard. There
was nothing for it but to swim with the current.
and in a minute they came out into the glen ,
emerging from beneath a cliff.
"I- know where we are now!" cried Baker. "I
never would have believed it. But we shalt have
to pass the mill, worse luck! We shall be able
to land lower clown, where the current is not so
swift."
He had scarceiy said it when there came a
tremendous explosion. Deep down in the rift
they could not see what had · happened, but there
was only one conclusion to draw.
"It's the mill!" cried Baker. "But I can't understand it. Our boiler is in a separate building. It could hardly have blown up the mill."
But Old King Brady and Alice had a full view.
It seemed to them as if the entire mill rose in
the air and then flew into a thousand fragments .
Fink was buried under the ruins. Not a soul appeared after it was all over. The two men who
had previouslv run out seemed to be the only
ones left alive. They came scrambling up overthe rocks at some little distance from 011i King
Brady and Alice. Thev did not seem to see
t hem:- Old King- Brady distinctly heard orie say:
"Well, Bill, that did the business. I reckon
there'll be no more ore swiped from the Blue Jay
for a while."
Harry and Baker soon made their landing and .
qqickly dressed. There was but one thing to do, ·
and that was to climb to the level at any risk.
Of all who were in the mfll at the time of the
explosion not a soul escaped. The only persons
the y had to encounter were Old King Brady and
Alice, who, seeing how the case stood, came
hurrying down from the heig-hts above. It was
a m~tetinl!: to be remembered. But it was not
until later that they knew what danger Harry
had been · in. . Baker was introduced. Old King
Bradv told of the two men and what he had overheard.
"Ha!" exclaimed the superintendent, "I know
them. They ar-e the last ones we took on. The
Blue Jav people have evidently caught on to •Our
curves and took the easiest way to put us out
of business. Dynamite did it, that's all."
Perhap s it was so. The Bradys never learned.
Baker promptly released Judg·e Acton, and then
d i s~ppeared.
The Brad ys took the old man to
Unionburg- later and there. strange to sa y, he
made it up with his 'Wife and got well. No talk
was made about the case by the detectives. The
secret mine on High street was none of th eir
affair. Neither was the wrecked mill in th e
gulch. They returned to Denver at once and
s oon left f ot; New York.
Two weeks late r there came a check drawn to
the order of the Br ady Detective Bureau for
$5,000. Perhaps Judge Acton was very close
with his money. The Bradys have reason to
think otherwise, for· the judge's name was at the
bottom of that . check.
Next week's issue will conta'n "THE BRADYS'
CASE IN CHINATOWN; or, TRACKING THE
HIP SING TONG."
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BILL AND THE BOSS
-

Or , -

The Boy Who Saved the Firm
By TOM F OX
(A Serial Sto'rY..)

"Where's your fai;e?" demanded Ned. "When
did he leave the cab? I am an officer. You wiJI
save trouble by answering my man!"
"Sure, I'll answer!" chuckied the -driver. '·It's
nothing to see. The feller never stepped in me
cab at all, at all. Says he to me: 'Here's five
pl unks to let me pass troo your cab and yoU-.,.->
drive to the Grand Central depot,' he s~ys. Well, '
l tuk the bill, and he passed troo me cab; and
what about dat when I don't know the man from
a cro\"?"
Ned jumped off the box, and motioning Bill,
hurried away.
·
·
"l:'m · knocked out," he said. "It's one of my
bad breaks. It's up to you now; bu t let me tell
you something. Straight t.ip, Bill, and no mi;:takc.
They intend to lay you out to-night."

CHAPTER XVIII.-( Continued).
Tom Harris a nd Carrie then came out and
strolled up Fourth avenue to Twenty-third street,
where they parted, Carrie going east.
"That's to keep her appoi ntment with you, my
boy," said Ned. "We have other fish to fry. See,
Tom is heading for Madison Square. It will be
cab chase cab in a m.inute, and there is no telling
CHAPTER XIX.
where the fun is a-oing- to end. But something seems to tell me that this is ~~:oin~~: to be an interCaught In A Trap.
esting night."
•
Before t his Ned had found a chance to point ·
Bill followed Ned back to their own cab in siout his man to the cabby, who followed h im to
lence.
Madisoh Square.
He was saying to himself that even the detecBill, who was watching over Ned's shoulder,
tive business had to be" learned, and the chances
sa w Harris look back several times.
"That fellow knows that he is being followed," were that Ned 'VaS only a beginner, when his
companion gave utterance to a similar remark
he said. "He is on to ou i· curves, sure."
himself.
But Ned only laughed.
"That's one on me, Bill!" Ned exclaimed. "How
"Do.n't you believe it," he replied. "He's nervous, that's all. Hold on! There he takes his they would guy me down at the office. Such an
old trick, too. Long, white whiskers adorn its
cab."
venerable countenance. \Veil, I am only a beginThey had reached Madison Square now.
Tom Harris steered straight for one of the line ner. It was . just such another break that cost
of cabs by the square, spoke a few hasty words me my job!"
"Who did you work for?" asked Bill. ' "You
to the driver, handed him up a . bill, and jumped
haven't told me that yet."
in, slamming the door behind him.
Ned with some hesitancy named a well-known
"Strange that he should pay him in advance,"
private detective agency.
remarked Bill.
"You needn't think that I am in any way con"That's for a quick run," said Ned. "It's all
nected with them now," he said. "I'm a dead
right. Here we go!"
They had the quick run up Madi son Square as on·e there, and don't you forg-et it. But never
far a s Forty-second street, for the other cab · went mind, Bill. Let's brace tip and think about our
next move."
flying.
It turned - down the street and fl ew up by the
Thus ~ a y in~ Ned lit another cigarette, an
stood. near the cab puffing it.
~
Gra'nd Central depot.
"I can't give you any steer," said Bill, "becau se
Here the driver simply laid down his reins and
you seem to ]mow a lot that you haven't told me.
lit a cigar.
·
You must ju dge :f,pr youi·self."
• "Why don't he get out?" questioned Bill.
Their own cab had stopped on the other side of
"What I know d~esn't amount to so verv much,"
t he wa y, a little above, and they could easilv see answered Ned. "Of course, I could tell it all out,
but it's against the rules of our tl·ade. Let me
both doors.
think! Let me think! Well, I should say that
Nobody got out.
"Fool! Jackass! Idiot!" cried Ned, working the best thin g wa s to ta ckle Canie. I don't see
how w~ are going to get our clue in an9 other
himself up into a rage.
"Who?" a sked Bill. "'Tom Harris or the ,·ab- way as matter s stand."
"Tha t br ings u s right back to where we started
man?"·
out," la ughed Bill. "Just what I said in the first
"Harri s nothing! I'm it!"
place. Let's get al ong."
"But why?"
"Out with you!" cried Ned. "You take the
"We'll walk," said Ned, and he di smissed the
<1oor by the. sidewalk and I'll tackle th e one t o- cab.
Ned had but little to say as they walked down
ward the street. Take a good look inside."
Third avenue to Twenty-third street.
-;;,·
It was an ea sy thing to get the look.
The cab was empty.
"Are you g-oing in with me? " a sked Bill, when
To Bill's surpri se Ned sp1·ang upon the box they neared the house.
"No, I think not," was the reply. "If you are
with the driver, at the same time displa.y ing a denot afraid to trust me to watch over you li sten to
~cctive 's shield.
The driver, who had first started to push him what Carrie has to say, and if she offers to take
back, sat still, puffing away at his cigar.
you to a house where Han•i s and Mintz a1·e to
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meet, and to put you in a place where you can
overhear their plottings, you go.''
"I'm n ot afr aid," replied Bill. "I'm working
for the boss's interest s every time. If th er e is
anythin g to be learned I'm. aft er it."
"Good boy! H ere, take thi s revolver. · It's
loaded, and y ou may n eed it. Remember, I shall
e on hand in case of• danger. If you hear two
sharp whi stles th at mean s me. Be foxy, Bill!
Be fo xy! They are a bad lot, a nd don't you make
any mistake.''
.
Ned in h is amateurish way h ad given his warning too many times, and Bill had ceased to re. gard it.
He had come t o believe that the danger was
exaggerated; and he had half'a noti on to believe
in Carris's sincerity, too, as he stood at the tbp
of the steps of the old-fashio ned brownstone house
waiting for the a n swer to his 1·ing.
A slatternly girl came presently.
"Top floor front," she said, in a nswer to Bill's
inquiry fo1· Carris Wells.
Bill groped !).is way u p the dark stairs, half
expectin g to be ·s lugged on the landing; but nothing worse happened than a b ump against the banisters. A knock on the room door brought Carrie h erself.
"Oh, Bill! I'm so glad you have come !" she exclaimed, smiling sweetly. " I was afraid you
would be so down on me that you wouldn't pay
any attention to my letter. Come r ight in . I've
got a lot to say."
The 1·oom into wh ich Bill was u shered was
comfortably, almost elegantly furni shed .
Carrie hastily explained that she shared it w ith
another stenograpHer who was u sua lly engaged
evenings, ·and she placed a chair near the open
window for Bill, where N ed, wh o stood watching
on th e other side of the way, could plainly see
him.
" I suppose you want to know al: about it right
away," said Carrie. "Men are so impatient. Well,
it's h ard to tell tales against oneself, but I suppose I have got to ·do it. The truth is, Bill, I ha ve
been engaged for some time to Tom Harri , the
salesman of the Arrowsmith Company. You know
him, I believe?"
"Yes, I k now h im," replied Bill, quietly. "Is he
th e man who is plotting aga inst the bo s?"
"Yes, he is. I have f ound him out, and I have
broken with him forever. I don 't expect to get
my old job back, but I am bound to get square.
The long and short of it is, Bill T om Rani s is
bound to get th e Bickenfelder ag~r..cy, and h e ha s
about s ucce-eded. I don 't deny that I helped him,
and that I gave away the boss's fi gures on different j obs to him so that he co uld underbid on the
contracts. H e h as be.l!n. paying Mintz, Wunde r's
m an, big commissio:1s right along. No \\' th at you
h ave managed to work in there some w::ty or· a nother those two h ::.ve put their heads together,
and are bound to do\\'n yon; but I'll spoil their
plans, B ill, if you are man enough to stand with
me. I to.Jd th em I woul d, and I 'll keep my word,
too.''
~ Now, we give this a s a sample of Canie's talk.
There was a lot more of it, and after she
· thought she had interes ted Bill s he worked around
to her principal propos ition.
According to her, Mintz lived :n very humble
tl'larters on the lower East Side, a nd R anis had
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an 'aiJPo intmcnt with him that even ing at nin e
• o'clock.
Carrie cla imed to have vi s ited the place a nd to
know the ropes.
. Sh~ declared that s he could eas ily i ntrodu~
hl!11 mto a room a djoining· the one occupied bv
~mtz, wher e through a ventilatol' which oprne,·!
mto a~ an·shaft . he could hear every word th at
was s::t td.
She added :hat Mintz was determined to k nock
Rill out of th e breakwater contract an d to m akP
!urn lose the cem.ent already shipped , an d she
wound up by urg mg Bill to go with her t o th e
place, overh ea r the co nversation, and r eport it by
lette r to \Vunder.
It took Carrie. a good half hoUl; to t al k it all out.
and sh e t a lked hke a steam eng·ine at that.
Not for an instant was Bill dec~ived . On th "!
c?ntrary, h ~ sa"': t.hat Ned had been perfectl y
nght; but Ius curtostty was aroused to see the end
of the adventure, and there was just a chance that
Carne had really turned on H a rri s for she fra nkly ad mitted meeting him on th e B~ttery that evening-, and declared that she did so in order to kee p
him fr?m us pecting her plan. .
So,. m the end, ?ill agreed to a ccompany her,
trustmg more to h1 s O\.Vn confidence in being able
to take care of him self than in N ed 's promised
protection, and they left the house tog·ether at
about half-p.ast eight o'clock.
As soon as they struck th e street Bill looked
. around for Ned, but he was nowhe1·e visible.
A poorly dressed man shuffl ed a fte r th em on the
other side of the way as they. wa lked to First avi!nu,~ and boarded a downtown Belt Line car.
Where are we going?" demanded Bill for as·
yet Carri e had not mentioned their destin~tion
"Oh, that's my· secret !" laugh ed th e g·irl i~ a
kittenish way. -"It won 't do to tell you too much
all at once. You'll see when we get there. Tru st
.me. You do trust me, don't you, Bill ?"
"Sure," 1·eplied Bill, and then Carrie tried her
best to start a flirtatio n, and Bill pretending to
respond, i.t was ~ regular fencing- match between
them, until Carne suddenly sp rang up and ·called
to the conductor to stop the car.
Th~y had made seve ral t urns a nd were n ow
~·unmng through a wretchedly poor neighborhood
m a part of the town of which Bill knew nothin g.
Actually they were on Jackson street and when
they left the car Carrie led the way down to
Corlears H ook, where the park now is. Making
one .tur n and anot her, she paused before a r uinous old brick building·,, the lower floor of wh ic h appea red to h ave bee n once a fa ctory.
There was a "to let" bill on the door but there·
were lights in two of the windows abdve.
"This is a tough -looking place Carrie" said
Bi ll. "I should think you would be afraid:"
. "~ot a bit of it," r eplied Carrie. " I was born
m thts wa rd, and I know every inch of it. Mintz
l~ves here. His old father own s the buildin g. TheY
hve the1·e together. Mintz has Jived here half his
life."
. "But how can you sneak me in?" asked Bill, begmnmg to fe el afra id .
"Easily enough. I'm ex pect ed. You . are my
esco rt. Th e old ma n is deaf a nd half blind.''
B ill glanced about, hoping to see something of
N ed, but th e youthful detective was not vis ible.
(To be continued.)
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Interesting Radio News and Hints
A BATTERYLESS RECEIVER
The Unidyne circuit . has been developed in
England. It is known as the Solodyne. It is designed to eliminate the "B" battery, and apparently the positive of the "A" battery applies a
., positive charge to an auxiliary grid 1 which attracts electrons from the filament and forwards
them to the positive plate with great velocity.

A QUESTION OF BATTERIES
One of the burning questions of to.! day is: Will
;;torage B ·batteries ever take the place of dry B
batteries? Of course the storage battery people
are all "yes," while the dry battery people are
all "no."
In realitv there is much to be said on both
sides; and the condition of the fan s using storage
batteries exclusively is still a Jon~~: way off. In
fact this will probably never occur. In the first
place, in th o11sands of homes there is no eledric
current suitable for charging batteries of thls kind
and even in homes where such current is available. many fans would much rather have the plain
old-fashioned battery. It is simpler to take care
-of, and does not have to be recharged.
On the other hand, the dry battery goes dead
after a period of time and when this happens it
is useless. The storage battery may be charged
up again and again, but it has to be filled with
distilled water occasionally and it has to be
charged up regularly. If the buyer hannP.n s to
get hold of a poor storage battery, he will have
no end of trouble with it. In one case, it was
necessary t o charge the batterv every three days.
Then again we have the fact that the solution
used in most storage batteries is certain ruin to
rugs and floors, not to ment ion clothing. · This
factor alone deters a great man y would be
users.
There is plenty of room for both types of
batteries in the radio l!"ame and where experimental work or multi-tube !:'ets are used, a good
storage B battery will be hard to beat. It has
not the portability of the dry cell. however.
UNTUNED PRIMARY RECEIVER
The construction of a variometer and a variacoupler is nearly the same, the only difference being that the , two windingf? of the variometer are
connected in series so as to make one continuous
winding, whereas the variocoupler consists of two
separat~ windings.
The stator winding of the
variocoupler is usually tapped for the purpose
of allowing close adjustment of the prima1·y inductance of the circuit.
Many receiving sets are being constructed with
untuned primaries at the present time. The
meaning of the term "untuned" is that no adjustment is made to the inductance by means of taps
or by the use of a variable condenser. This being
the case, a variometer can be substituted for the
variocoupler in a great many c i r cu it ~.

The advantage of the use of a variometer in
place of a variocoupler ~ s usually a saving in
space, a much easier job of mounting the apnaratus and doing away with the messy anrl inefficient
taps, switches and switch contacts. The electrical advantage is that usually one control can be
eliminated and tuning made much easier.
The circuit described in thi s a rticle uses a variometer in which the connection between the
rotor and the stator has been severed so a s to
make the rotor and stator windings separate in-·
ductances. The term "split variometer" has been
applied to such a piece of apparatu s. · There are
a number of variometer s on the market at the
present time that are constructed with external
binding post s in order to facilitate using the instrument in this type of a circuit.
.
If your val"iometers are supplied with but two
binding post s for the connections it will be comparatively easy to trace out the winding of the
rotor and stator coils and cut the wire that connects the two windings together. Four connections will then result: t wo to the st ator a nd two
to the rotor winding.
To make sure that you have cor rectly changed
your instrument it is advisable to r ing t hrough
the coils wit h a buzzer r.nd a battery, or a battery
and a pair of headphones in series. Be sur e you
are right before going ahead.
The tuning element of the circuit is ver y sim. ply constructed. Secure a piece of pasteboard
tubing three inches in diameter and about three
and one-half inches long. If smalJ size wire is
used you will not need a tube quite so long as thi s.
The wire used to wind the tuner should be of
No. 24 single or double cotton covered wire.
Smaller wire may be used if you desire good results being had with wire as small ;{s No. 30
double cotton covered. wire.
Approximately 18 feet of wir e · will be found
necessary to make the tuner.
Beginning about one-half inch from the te})
of the tube wind on 20 turns of the wire. Secure both ends of the wire by means of a bit
of hot sealing wax or by means of two small
holes drilled in the tube. Leave a space of about
one-half inch and commence the secondary winding in the same direction. Wind on 50 turn s and
secure the end of the wire as before. Mount the
tubing, on end and fasten to the baseboar d by
means of a small brass angle iron.
In addition to the split variometer, the coil and
wire, you will need the following apparatus : One
23 plate variable condenser, one single cir cuit
phone jack, one fixed condenser, .00025 M.F., five
binding post s, one rheostat and socket for the
type of a tube you intend to use, a 7x12 panel,
baseboard, tube and batteries.
.
The circuit will be found exceptionally sharp<1
in tuning and to have good volume and ability to
reach out in favorable weather and bring in distant stations. The only tuning controls that are
necessary are the lariable condenser and the val·iometer dials. Tne variable conden ser controls
the wave-length, the variometer dial the volume.
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GOOD READING

SOME QUEER LAWS
According to the by-laws of the Town of Hal~ lowell, Me., adopted Dec. 27, 1828, no person was
allowed to smoke or carry a lighted pipe or cigar
on any street in the night time, on a penalty of
50 cents, and no team was allowed 1 to stand .more
than fifteen minutes in the street without paying
50 cents. Also, a person whose chimney caught
on fire was fined $2.

tis.ing clubs, Chambers of Commerce, Bov Scouts ,
Americ~ Legion, National Guard, United Stater
Army, United States Navy, Colleges and Schoo ls
outdoor magazines and newspapers.
'
If all of these forces can be welded into on ~'
harmonious organization National Rifle Dav ol
1925 should set a mark that will require a lot o;
shooting at in coming years to better. This
will be the second observance of National Rifl t:
Day. Last year the dav was celebrated in n v
less than 125 cities. That was exceedingly fine
HOTHOUSES UNDER WATER
It is a common experience of bathers, where for a beginning but this year there is no reason
the water- is comparatively still, to find it why everv -one of the 2000 rifle clubs in the Uniwarmer than the air. This is due, of course, to ted States should not conduct a series of events ,
t he heating action of the sun's rays, which are not why every city or town in which there i s
absorbed by the water, the dark heat rays being no rifle club should not put on a tournament
taken Ull near the surface, while the visible or Every city should be interested from the standlight rays penetrate deeply. Such places are point of civic pride.
The National Rifle Association has drafted a
always rich in animal life as compared with
spots exposed to the waves and currents of the program which will be sent to everv rifle club
open sea, and sometimes extraordinarilv so. A to eve,ry Ad.iutan.t General, to all branches of
curious example is afforded by the "oyster pools," the service and to any one else who desires it.
as they are called, of Norway, where oysters Complete details will be given in this folder on
do not grow along the coast generally. In many how to ru~ the shoot and how to carry it through.
The Umted States has the best riflemen in the
of the fjords, however, there are little .side
basins, separated from the outer fjords each bv a world. This was proven by our wins in the Insill which is covered only at high water. At the ternational, Olympic and Pan-American chamsurface the water within such a basin is com- pionships of 1924, but though we have the best
paratively fresh, but from the depth of about a we do not have anywhere near the n umber
yard down to the bottom it is very salty and of marksmen some other nations have. We have
heavy. The summer sun heats the water to the quality but not quantity. We should have both.
depth of a iew vards, but it cools rapidly durjng The idea behind National Rifle Day is to enthe chill nights. At the distance of a fathom or courage a greater interest in the sport of Riflen
o that this ambition will be realized.
·
so beneath the surface, however, the heavv and
protected water yields little of its acquired heat.
Quite naturally considerable stress is being
When this has gone or for some time the tem- given to events for youngsters for our shooters
perature at the depth of two or three fathoms of tomorrow must come from the youth of today.
or more may become remarkably high-some- One of the events on the suggested program is a
times exceeding one hundred degrees Fahren- Junior Championship-the champioR of each cit\·
heit, while the surface ~ill fall to less than being sent to Camp Perry, Ohio; as the represenseventY degrees. This is because the surface tative of that citv in the National Junior Chamlayer prevents the escape of the deeper warmth pionship match. The expenses of this youngster
ino the air, thus serving the same purpose as is defrayed by the civic organizations of his citr .
..the glass roof of a hothouse. In effect that is F.o~ty _you!l~sters were sent to Camp Perry by
what such a pool is. In midsummer tropical different cities last fall and a New Jersey youth
conditions prevail, and oy ters and other species brought home the honors. We are firm in the beflourish there which could not endure at all the lief that no less than 200 cities will send repreoutside conditions so far north. The pools P."et sentatives this year.
stocked orivinally by chance survivals, oresumone should know how to shoot a rifle and
ably of eggs or larvre, of southern organisms if Every
every sportsman will do what he can througn
drifted north in midsummer.
National Rifle Day we can·
Make America Again a Nation of Riflemen.
NATIONAL RIFLE DAY
National Rifle Day will be observed throughout the United States on Saturday June 6.
"Moving Picture Stories"
P lans for the observance of the day have been
A
\
Veekly
l\Jagazi n e Devoted to Photoplays and J' lnyero
mapped out by the National Rifle Association
and the National Board for the Promotion of
PRICE TEN • CENTS PER COPY
Rifle Practice. These plans call for a program
I
of rifle shooting events by every rifle club in
Each number contnins Three Stories or the Hcst Film•
on
lhe
ScreenElegant H a lf-tone Scenes from the Piny~
the United States on the above mentioned date, -Interesting Articles
A llo ut Prominent People iu tbo
and for co-operation in conducting the tourna- Films-Doings of Actors and Actresses in the l:ltuc.ll 11
ments by not only the rifle clubs and the Na- und Lessons ln Scenario Writing.
t ional Associations but also bv the Rotary, KiH ARR Y E . WOLFF, Publisher. Inc,
wanis, Lions, Exchange, Probus, Civitan and
other professional business men's clubs, adver- 166 West 23d Street
N ew York City
/
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FROM ALL POINTS
A GIANT TREE
What is believed to be the largest rubber tree
in the world stands in the Brazilian territory of
Acre, on the fr ontier of Bolivia. Its stem is
27 feet 2 7-10 inches in circumference at the
base. For 120 days every year this colossus gives
, wenty-two . pounds of rubber a day. At pr_es~nt
prices this brings in $2,100 a year, or a fa1r ~n
cerest on about $50,000 to its owners, a fam1ly
uf seven Seringueiros.
A FLOATI NG STATI ON
Preliminary tests to determine the ~~asibility of
operating a floating broadcastmg station .on Lake
Nlichigan auring the Summer months will begm
shortly, whe11 a party of radio e~perts Ufolder the
direction of W. E. Newman, Ch1ef Engmeer of
Lhe Mohawk Electric Corporation, who are conJucting the tests, leave Chicago Harbor in a power -boat fitted out with special electrical laboratory
equipment for a short cruise on the lake. The
exact date of departure, and the length of the
trip, depends of com·se, on ·ice condition s of Lake
:'IIichigan.
Discussing the project, Mr. Newman said, "We
ur e merely going out to investigate the possibility
of a floating broadcasting station.
" We .believe that the trend of the larger stations
toward getting away from the cities out into the
open country will continue."

FISH CARRY THEIR OWN TORCHES
Amono- the marvel s of the life at great ocean
oiepths ~re th~ · myster.iou~ self-il.lumined ~sh,
•,rovided with light furm shed by their own bod1es.
One of the important researches of the Beebe exlJedition to the Sargasso Sea will be directed
·:oward solving the problem of the production of
t hi: luminosity.
Five-sevenths of the earth's surface has never
be r. explored. This represents the vast area
covered by the oceans. While oceanography embraces quite a wide field of investigations of the'

resources of the sea, one of its most interesting
and fascinating branches is dredging and trawling on the ocean floor, hauling up the strange and
fanta stic-looking creatures dwelling several m iles
below the surface. The physical features of these
abysmal waters cause the sea life to adapt itself
to many adversities.
Among the remarkable types are those that can
be aptly termed deep sea electricians with organs
for projecting light. They are supe1·-adepts in
radiant
illumination. Neither sun nor moon
lend s them light. Ye_t, at will, equipped with
their mysterious internal dynamos, they can create ample flood s of light to serve their purposes.
One wonderful specimen, brought up from a
depth of th1·ee sea miles in the Pacific Ocean,
canies a lan tern. It is provided with a rod which
is hinged so that its tip can be swung immediately
ov~:: •· it ~ back or in fr ont of the mouth.
At the
end of thi s r od i s a luminous Jure, or searchlight.
Thi s enables the fi sh to blaze a pathway, avoid
foes and capture prey. Car rying brilliant lamps,
they plow through the water s like flaming
torches, and light up the dark depth s.
Some of th e deep swimme1·s have long rows of
lights on each side of the body and resemble little
ships with shining pol"tholes, which pass in the
night. . In most deep sea fi sh their lamps or
sea1·chhghts can be tumed on or off at will.

LAUGHS
He-you only kiss me now when you want
money. She-Good _gracious, John, isn't that
often enough ?
"So Mi ss Passay is angry with her doctor
Why is that?'' "He tactlessly remarked that h;
would soon have her looking her old self again."
Lawyer-\Vant a divorce, eh~
On what
g rounds ? M?se Pos~um-Incompracticabil.ity of
tempermentahty. I hke to fi h and she don't like
to wash.
"If those California women. run for office do
you think they would be R:mlty of purchasingvotes ?" "Not unless they l'!Ot green trading
stamps with them."

Vi. itor-So I belong- to the animal kinl'!dom d 0
I? That's rig·ht, my little dear. I see vou k~
Y O~lr lessons. Now, tell me what kilid of ~w
ammal I am. Candid Cruld-Ma knows and hn
says you're a . cat.
'
s e
Lover-:-You are gettinl'! prettier every day
Sweet G~rl-Ju st now I am living on · bro-m;
~read and water, to improve my complexion."
?ow long can vou keep that up?" "Oh, indetimtely." ''Then let's g-et married."
~·

"I hear vou have discontinued the custom of
civing young clerks a raise when they take a
wife?" said the visitor. ''I have, indeed!" replied the g-reat merchant. "Why so?" "Well,
the last clerk was a :Hormon, and came for a
raise four times in a month."

'
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HERE AND THERE
ONE CAR PER HORSE
Ther~ is now an automobile for every horse in
the U)1~ted States and at the close of 1925 the
~:o w1ll have a decided nume1·ical edge on the
!Se. Ten years ago there were nine horses to
one automobile.
PAYS CENT INCOME TAX
Marie 0. Tulles's income tax for 1924 is one
of the s~all~st~ if not the smallest on record. To
be prec1se, 1t I S seven and one-half tenths of 1
per cent. To be exact, she owed the Government
.007 _of a cent. Actually she paid one cent.
MJss Tulles is a clerk in a Los Angeles cake
shop. She spent 10 &ents carfare when she went
to the office of Collector Goodcell to file her incom~ r e ~um an~ l?ay her tax. Deputy Collector
Lov1e tned to ehmmate 70 cents which the return
showed to be taxable. He wanted to save the Government some $70 wor th of bookkeeping arising
from payment of the tax.
•
::No, I want to pay my tax," Miss Tulles said.
How are you going to pay .007 of a cent?" the
' collector a sked.
"Just like thi s,'' decla r ed Miss Tulles .a s she
laid down a nice new penny. "Never ~ind the
change."
NEW HOTEL FOR PALM BEACH ·
Plan s for a hotel twice as large a s any now
in Palm Beach, Fla., at a cost of from $8,000,000
t(• $10,000,000, are being made by Addison Mizner, internationally known architect here. The
hotel will be located on the ocean front fourteen miles south of Palm Beach and is said to .
have the backing of a syndicate of New York
hotel men.
Mr. Mizner declined today ' to name the persons backing the project. He admitted, however,
that negotiations are under way for the purchase
o£ 900 acres of land near Boynton, where the
hotel will be built. It will be designed upon
Spanish monastic lines, he said. Adjoining the
.:l)tel will be two golf courses, tennis courts, a
bathing casino and a fishing pier.
Construction work, 'Mr. Mizner said, probably
will be started next Fall. A building containing a thousand rooms will be erected at once
and another thousand rooms will be added later.
W~D CAVE
Wind Cave, National Park, in the Black Hills,
about twelve ' miles from Hot Springs, is on the
Deadwood-Denver scenic highway-the "Triangle
D" road of the West.
Wind Cave enthusiasts clairit that this ·cavern
excels the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky in splendors and in extent. Half a dozen Government
~ urvey s have b~en made in the park, says . the
Louisville Couner-J ournal. These and varwus
r1vate exploring expeditions that have ·been organized have accounted for .some ninety-six
miles of the recesses of Wind Gave, but there
are hundreds of passage-ways that have never
been explored. No one knows to what depths
they lead, or how far under the Black Hills they
mav take the explorer. The avera.e:e visitor to

Wind Cave, National Park,' travels from six to
ten miles under ground and comes forth into da ylight realizing that he has seen but a small frac tion o:l' this great cavern.
Wind Cave takes it ~ "lme from the strong current of air which <- . ,; t constantly surges in
or out of the entrance. lt is said· that this led
to the discovery of the cave in 1881.
Many explanations a s to this mysterious ru sh
of air at the entrance to Wind Cave have been
advanced. Some have claimed that the rise ami
fall of mystS!rious lakes, many hundreds of feet
under grouna, where no exploring party has yet
· penetrated, are the cause of these air currents.
A more generally accepted theory, however, is
that the air pressure outside is the cause of it
all. The cave is a huge barometer, responding·
to everv change.
DOG AFTER SAVING 33 LIVES RETIRES
FOR LIFE
This dog has the r ecord of saving thirty-three
human lives by his unaided efforts ; he is Rufus,
the dog of the desert. The wonderful dog is no w
at a small animal sanatorium in the country a
little way out from Pasadena, Cali£.
Here at the age of seventeen years, twelve of
which were s pent in the saving of human life on
the scorched sands of southern California and Arizona deserts, and now almost blind and deaf,
this most faithful friend of mankind is spending
his declining years urrounded by all the care an d
comfor't s that science and kind hand& can give.
He is a med~um-sized dog with a reddi sh coat
of hair, rather long and inclined to curl; he has
a sober and very earnest expression and a very
jl:ind dis position. His attempts in his presen't
condition to play with and "respond to the small
children who visit the sanatorium, with whom h e
is a great favorite, are touching.
He was born in Nome, Alaska, and was picked
up there when a puppy by L. W. B eck, of Pasadena. For twelve years the man and .dog were
c?nstant companions on the desert, daily excurSions out on the waste of sands in search of lost
humans. During that time both are accredited
with having saved the lives of 300 persons.
On these trips the dog wore leather boots ma<.!P.
especially for him to protect the soles of his fe el
from the hot sand, th~ rough stones and cactus
thorns. He carried a forty pound pack strapped
to his back when on these trips the entire twelve
years of his work daily. In the pack was a flask
of water and food.
Canying this pack, h e would make wide detours and on finding any one in distress wo uld
arouse them by tugging at th'!ir clothing, barking
or by licking their hands and face, when the dis~
tressed person would then partake of t he water
and food.
Rufus would then keep watch near by, barking loudly until his master came, who carried
poison bite antidotes and restoratives, for man y
who were found had been bitten by poisono\L<
reptiles. Other s who were not in a bad wa y
were led out of the desert to the master's cabin.
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POINTS OF INTEREST
A NOV~L SITUATION
English mistresses of suburban homes· a1:e finding a wireless set invaluable in the kitchen, as the
solution of the ever present problem of how to
keep servant~. They have found that many cooks
and maids would rather have a radio than have
their evenings out.

12,228 ELE.CTRIC SIGNS BELOW 135TH
STREET
In the Great White Way and the rest of Manhattan below 135th Street there are 12,228 electric signs, using 1,121,223 lamps, it was revealed
.yesterday by a census made public at the Electric
Sign Exhibit of the New York Edison Company.
Re staurants lead with 2,381 sign s and barber
shops come second with 904. Theatres rank seventh with 522.
·
Most of the lamps, contrary to appearance,
are small, 987,185 being of the 10-watt size.

BEGGED $20 IN 30 MINUTES
Beggars on Fifth Avenue, Broadway and other
shopping thoroughfares in New York frequentl y
- collect $50 a day, according to statements made
in the Essex Market Court when Hester Samp~ on, a !egless negress, and William McCa1·thy, a
negro, were arraigned as mendicants.
McCarthv said he was paid $2.50 a day and
a commission on all money' over $60 collected
bv the woman, for pushing her about in a wheel
chair. Detectives Snydecker and Patton watched
the nair for half an hour the other morning and
in that time the woman collected $20.65. She
was sent to Bellevue Hos pital for observation
and McCarthy to the workhouse for ten days.

"SPANISH PRISONER," HUNTED 50 YEARS
NOW IN JAIL
General Ramon De Santa Clara, sometimes
Rafael De Santos and again just R. De S., but
internationally known as the "Spanish prisoners,"
who victimized many Americans, at last has
been· jailed. His an-est ended a fifty-~ear police
hunt and is said to have given the swindle story
he told its first element of truth.
A report to the State. Department said the
''general" had been caught in Madrid ::.:1d was
for the first time in his career actually a prisoner.
The "Spanish prisoner" posed as a bankrupt,
imprisoned on that charge and possessing a fortune of $360,000 in American money concealed
somewhere in a portmanteau with a secret pocket.
From persons who offered to assist him in the
recovery of his fortune on promise of a reward
oJ' $12o;ooo, with a cash advance from the victim
always stipulated, he is said to have reaped a
fortune for himself.

MANY HAVE WON CUE TITLE
F1·anci s S. Appleby's victo1y in the nationa
Class A amateur 18.2 balkline billiard champi.,nship tourn a ment at the Crescent Athletic Club recently gave him the title for the first time. He
succeeds hi s brother, Edgar, who won the crown
for tl1e second time in Pittsburg la st year. Besides Edgar Appleby, three other players have
captured the championship more than once. Edward \V. Garner of Newark, won the title three
times, 1910, 1914 and 1916; Joseph Mayer of
Philadelphia held the champion ship in 1913 and
1915 and Percy N. Collins of Chicago was the
victor in 1920 and 1923.
•
The winners of the title during the sixteen years
that the tournament has been held follows :
1909, H . A. Wright, San Fra ncisco.
1910, Edward W. Gardner, Newark.
1912, Morris D. Brown, Brooklyn .
1913, J p eph Mayer, Philadelphia .
1914, Edward W. Gardner, Newark.
1915, Jpseph Mayer, Philadelphia.
1916, Edward W. Gardner, Newark.
1917, Nathan Hall, Boston.
191~, Corwin Huston, Detroit.
1919, David -McAndless, Chicago.
1920, Percy N. Collins, Chicago.
1921, Charles H. Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
1922, Edgar T. Appleb y, New York.
1923, Percy N. Collins, ChicaJ~:o,
1924, Edward T. Appleb y, New York.
.1925, Francis S. Appleby, New York.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
LATEST lSSUE

" Flush Times: or, R eveling in Brltlsh Gold.
" Prize and How 'l'hey Won Tt.
" Great Haul! or, 'l'akin.c: Ev~rything in S!l"ht. -(,
" In a :nare; or, Almost Trapped.
" BrnYe Rescue: OJ'. lu the Nick ot Time.
·• Big Day; or, Doing Business hy Wh olesa le.
" l\'et; or, Catcll ing th e Redeoats and Tories.
" Worried: or, 1 be Disappear ance of Diek Slater.
" Iron G1·ip; or, Squeezing the Redcoats .
•· Success; or, Doing What They Set Out to Do.
J~;;G " Setback: or, Defeated
ut Not Disgraced .
12;)7 " !u Toryville: or, Dick Slater's Fearful Risk.
l~;:i!> "
Aroused: or, Stl'iking Strong Blows for Liberty.
125U " Triumph: or, Beating the Redcoats at Their
Own Game.
1260 " Scare: or, A llliss as Good as a Mil e.
1261 " Danger; or, Foes On All Sldes.
1262 ·• J.'light; or, A Very Narrow Escape.
1263 " Strategy; or, Outgeneraling the Enemy,
1264 The Liberty Boys' Warm 'Vork: or. Rhowing the
Redcoats How to Fight.
1265 " Push; or, ,Bound to Get T here.
7
:.,·or sale hy all newsdealers, or will be sent to aD:r
adtl.ress on receipt of price, Sc. per COllY, lo money o w
postage stamp8, .
124G
]2-17
1248
1249
;250
12;;1
12:i2
1253
1234
12;;5
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''The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"
"It happened just thret years ago. I was
feeling pretty blue. Pay day had come around
again and the raise I'd hoped for wasn't thete.
It began to look as though I was to spend my
life checking orders at a small salary.
"I picked up a magazine to read. It fell
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon
stared me in the face. Month after month for
years I'd been seeing that coupon, but never
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaning anything to me. But this time I
read the advertisement twice-yes, every word!
"Two million men, it said, had made that
coupon the first stepping stone toward success.
In every line of business, men were getting
:a.. splendid salaries becaus.e they had torn out that
coupon. Mechanics had become foremen and
superintendents-carpenters had become architects and contractors-clerks like me had become sales, advertising and business managers
because they had used that coupon.
·"Suppose that I . . ? What if by studying
at home nights I really could learn to do something besides check orders? I had a hunch to
find out-and then and there I tore out that
coupon, marked it, and mailed it.
"That was the turn in the road for me.
The Schools at Scranton suggested just the
course of training I needed and they worked
with me every hour I had to spare.
"In six months I was in charge of my division. ·
In a year my salary had been doubled. And I've
been advancing ever since, Today l was appointed

mana~r of our Western office at $5,000 a year.
Tearing out that coupon three years ago was the
best hunch I ever had."

For thirty years, the International Correspondence
Schools have been helpiflg men to win promotion,
to earn more money, to have happy, prosperous
homes, to get ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can have the position yo11 want in the
work you like best. Yes, you can l All we ask is
the chance to prove it.
Without cost, without obligation, just mark and
mail this coupon. Do it right now l
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOpLS
Box 4487-0, Seranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can quallty tor

the position or in the subject before which I have marked an X :
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

~

Buslnesa Management

Industrial Management
Personnel Ore-anlzatloD
Trame Management
Business Law
Banking- e.nd Banklnr Law
DAccountancy(lncludlngC,P.A.)
Ntcholso n Cost .Accountinr
Bookkeepinr

§o§;r~~~~

e

~Salesmanship
Advertlsln~r

Better Letters
Show Card Letterine
Stenography and Typina
Business EngliBb
OC!vll Service
~Railway Matl Clerk
Common School SubJects

•

Secreta3 French
m~~r~J'~l Su~c"!"rtoonlng
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
· §Electrical Englneerln1
0 Architect
Electric Lighting
Archltects• Blue Prints
Mechanical Engineer
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Draftsman
~Architectural Drartsmaa
Machine Shop Practice
Concrete Builder
Railroad Positions
Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Ope:atlnl
Chemistry 0 PharmacJ
Civil Engineer
Automobile Work
Surveying and J4appln&
Airplane Engine&
Metallurgy
Navigation
Steam Eog1oeertDI'
Agriculture and PouftrJ
Radio
Mathematic&

B
8

B
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Street
3·6·24

Address ............................................ :................... _ . -................. ..
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Occupation .. ....... .. ...... ... ................................ ....... ....... .. ...... .. ............ ... .
PenowJ re!idir.q in Canada shO«ld •end thf • coupon to the lntorM·
lionQl Corr8BJJOiide,lce Solwolt Conadian, Limited,
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LEADS

Write to Riker & King, Ad'Vertising Offices, 530 Broadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine
BABY CHICKS
SIEB'S QUALITY Guaranteed to Live' l3aby
Chicks. Guarantee sent wltb ea ch order.
10 l eadin~ varieties.
Write for catalogue.
Box 640. Sl eb's Hatchery, L incoln, Ill.

lllARRIAGE PAPER- 20th yea r. Bl~t Issue
with descriptions. photos, n a mes and ad dresses. 2:1 cents. No other f ee. Sent seal('d.
Box 2265, R, Boston, Man.

CHARJ\UNG Y(tUNG I.ADY, Y''>rt h $50.000,
will marry. Club. Box :.s. Oxford. F i n.
pboto~raphs, · dlr<>cto ry and
descriptions
of w('a lthy members.
Pny
UO YOU ·want to enrn money in :rou r spa re
whNt
mnrr!('d.
New Plan Co .. Dept 36.
tilll<' We llflve a wonderful offer to make
amhittous men nnfl women: no nrevious fiX- Kansas Cit~· . Mo.
IleriPnre necessa r:v: no money rC'Qui r eil:
write tolln.v for plans. Am!'ricnri ProductR liiAR.Rl' f'OR \\'K.\ J, 1'H, HAP PJN ESSCo .• 241\8 Aml'riran Bid~ .. Cinci nnati. Ohio.
Hnndr('ds rich. nttr11dive. ~o n~re nt at. will ing to wed.
Photos fl't'e. I'Stnb lis hed 25
.\ GENTS-WRITE FOR YRKE SA)IPJ.F:S. years. , J{atherilu'\ \Varn. GO"i L ankers him
Hl
dg.,
Lo
s
An~!'l
{'s, Calif.
Sell ~l ndison " Bett<'r-?-fad{'" shirts for
lnrge Manufactur('r, direct tr. W('flt'l' f . No
MAR.RY-~lARRIAGE
DIREC TO RY with
<·nplta l, or experlf'nce reqnirl'd . l\'lnny !'nrn
photos and descriptions free. Pa v wh en
$100 weekly nn<l honns. Mnd!Ron Corp .. 501
married
.
'l'hc
Exch
ange,
Dept. 545, Kansas
T3t'OtHJwny, New York.
City, Mo.

AGENTS WANTED

~lARRY-Free

HELP WANTRn
llfARRY-- Wrlte for ql~ n ew directory wltb
DETECTIVES NEED'ED EVERYWliERE.
photos and d!'scriptlons. FreP. Notional
Work hom e or trnv!'l. exp('r!!'nce unneces- A~ency.
<ary. 'Write G('or~tP 1~. WngnPt\ former City, Mo. D ep t. A. 4606. Sta. E. . Kansas
Oovt. Detective. 1968 Broarlway. N. Y.
1\JAIDEN, worth $60,000. but eo
SIJ, , ' ElHNG i\!lrrl)rs. F'rl'twh plat;;': EnRll.V PRETTY
lonesom{'. r.e a~ue. Box 3!1. Oxford. Fla.
learned: i mmcns(' profltR. P lans fre<'. W ear
Yfirr or Works. Exeelsior Sprln~rs. Mo.
GET A- S "~ET HEA RT . Exchnn~e lett!'rs.
WritE> me enclosing stamp. VIolet Ray,
EARN $25 weekly. snare time. writing for Dennison. Oh!Q. nPwsp n perR. mn~nzlbPs.
F.xperl ence unn P~P•sn r y .
('opvr!~ht hook fre<'.
MARRY- Lonely H Pa rt s. j~!n our cluh. " 'e
PRESS SYN DJCATF.
1180. St. Louts. Mo.
hnv(' a co mp anio n fo r yon. man:v worth
from $:>.000 to $:10.000. Deserlpt!ons. photoR.
PERSONAL "'
1ntro<luc tlons free. !'lend no money. Stand.\ RE YOU LONF.SO~Il'J? Write Ref'ty T.ee. ard Cor . C lub. Grn.v•lake. Ill.
lnc., Box 820. (' tty Hnll Statton. New York
TJfOt'SANDS W!'nlthy, willing to mnrry.
(' lty. Stamp appreclntPd.
P h otos fre ... Martin, Club . R -1022, Wi chita,
~r.<\RRY?
Hundreds. wpnlthy, everywh('rP, K ansas.
seekin~ compantonR .
Plnln sealed par·
ticn lnl" FREE. Results l!'llaranteed. Smith. THOUSANDS wealth~·. wlllin~t to marry.
Photos free. i\l urtin. Club. B - 10~2. Wt cllira .
Hox-1167K. Denver. Colo.
Kans a s.•
T,ONESOJ\rE, WANTING REAL FRTEND ARE YOU LONEJ, Y ?
B ecome ln tere•ting
- mppt Crlenrls. r efin ed m en nnd women .
Write Suushine. Box 9~.
'l'im <'s Plaza,
::-1. Y. Co nfid ential. Stamp np - Se nd stamn. Blu e Bird Club. Box 56. Ri ch mond Hill. 1\. Y .
• r>reciated.
llrookl~· n.

HUNDREDS seekin~ marr!ag('. If sln cpre SWF.ETHEARTS for eYeryhod.v.
Stamped
enclose stamp.
J\ll" . F. Willard. 2928
('nvelones f o r n ro p o~nt.
Tbe Lily C lub,
Hronrlway, Chicago. I1Jinois.
Stntion H. Cleveland. Ohio.

TOBACCO HABIT
LONELY HEARTS- I have a sweetheart fo r
~·ou.
Exchnn~e J('tter•: make new friends . TOBACCO o r Snut!' Habit cured or no pay.
l·~ fficlent. confi(!entln l and <lignified s!'rvlce.
$1 .00 If cured . RPnt P d~· s!'nt on trial.
~ ! e m hers Pv~n· where.
Eva 1\Ioore. Box 908, Superbn Co .. PC .. Baltimore. Md.
Tackso nvlil e. Florida.
'lARRY IF I,ONELY "Hom(' Maker": bun - SEND
rlrPdS rich: r ellahle, J·ears experience: d egest:
<cripti ons free. The ~ucc.,ssful Club. Box Rtorles.
~iifl. Oakland. Call!ornla.
, Digest,

•

SONGWRITERS

1.~DAY

for fre e eo py Writer' s Dltell s how to write and 8ell ~hort
photoplay•. poems. son~" · Writer' s
G -22, K J~th S t .. Cincinnati.

GREATEST
FLYER
TO BE B UIL
AT AKRON
Dr. Karl Arnstein, designer of
the giant ZR-3 ,
which cros ~ ed th('
Atlantic 0 c e a n
from. Germany in
a non-stop flight,
has been selected
to draw the nlan.;;
f or the GoorlyearZeppelin Corporation' pr.oposed
J?.iant air liner.
';l,' hen completed
this airship will
be twice a s large
as any flyer ever
built, and will be
able to go halfw a y round the
the world without
a stop. Dr. Arntein formerlv wa.;;
chief engineer of
the German Zeppelin
Company,
and has drawn
plans for more
than 100 dirigIbles, says an Associated Press
dispatch
fr om
Akro11, Ohio.
T h e proposed
ship will have a
gas capacity of
more than 5.000,000 cubic feet,
twice a;; great as
either the ZR-3,
n o w christened
~:he Lo
Angeles,
or the Shenand .o a h . Offic ials _
h ave not defnitely
d e t e rmined whether
the dirigible will
be con structed for
commercial
or governmental
purposes.
T h e dirigible
would be equipped with a passenger
ca bin
l·anging from the
keel of the vessel, with a promenade deck and
ste amer chain1 1
c o m f o r t able berths, dining
1·oom s e r v i c e,
~hower baths and
all other modern
conveniences.

suRNAMEs
a s

IBIG-VA6~~!}!.r~J!.~c~J!!

lures PreUy Girls ;40 Wa'{a to Make

Surnames
Mouey; 1 ]oke Book•
Book ott
f a m i 1 y names
Love; 1 Magic Book; 1 'liOOk Letter
Writing· 1 Dream Book and ForWere unknown
tune Telier; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
before the middle
Ball Book, gi'ftsrules for games; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
of the 11th CenFlowers;! MorseTeleFB-phAlpha·
12 Chemical ~rlments;
t ury, excep t m
Age Table; Great North Pole
rar.e ca~e s where
Game,·lOO Conundrum•: 8 Puzz\esi·
·· "
b l2Games;80Verses or Autograph Albums. ,, AI
f amtly esta - the above by mall for 10 eta. and II eta. poacage.
shed a fund for Royal Sales Co .• Box 229, Norwalk, Conn.
t h e deliverance
ot the soul s of
certain ancestors
Wh:v should you
(Christian names
sta:v fat when there
is such an eaa:v wa:v
specified)
from
to reduce? Thousands
purgatory,"
alof men and women
though some phieach year reg aID
alender. healthy fia'·
lologists c I a i m
ures pleasantly and
t h a t surnames
quiekl:v almpl:v by
taking Marmola
b egan to be
· Pr..cription Tabl•te.
adopted in En~
These little tablets
land about 1000
contain just the right
A. D., coming
amount of the -famous
Marmola Prescription
mainly from Norto correct 1:he action of
mandy, and it is
your system. As soon
aa you try them, you
now known that
will begin to get Blender, and
a few Saxons had
In a abort time your fat will
urnam es origindisappear.
ally designating
Don't kill yourself with
violent exerclaeo or Btarva·
occupations,
estlon aiets. Marmola Pr•·
tate, place of res:
ecription Tablet• are what
you need. Go to your drug.
idence, or were
gist and get a box, or, If you
based upon some
prefer, send one dollar to the
particular event
Marmola Co., 1879 General
Motors
Bldg..
D
etroit,
and a •box will be
that related to Bent postpaid. Then tryMich.,
them. Take tljese little
perso.n or on pel:- tablets ao directed and In no time people wlll
sonal
pecuhart- be telling you how wonderfully slender you are
ties, as "William getting, Get your box now, today!
Rufu s, John
Lackland,
E dmund Ironsides,
Robert Smith, or
William Turner,
and were conseouently derived
!'rom mere epith ets . Another
class of surnames
patronimic, in·
dicating of whom
1he person bearing the name is a
son. In this latter class belong
the n u m e r o u s
names like JohnbOn,
Thompson,
If you have Goitre or Big-Neck then sud
in rour nami and address and we will mail you
Williamson, etc.
a
' Reduto" Goitre Bandaie Free of Charlie,
This form of suralso a vttT inleustlni and valuable booklet on
name
prevailed
how to Treat Your Goitre at Home. No
Charlie For Thia Now or Ever. Give Size
e s p e c i a 1 1 y in
Around Nett, Only one to eath penon. Send
So andinavian
now while Ibis offer lasts. Address DR. ROCK
LABORATORY, llol<737.Dm. 687 Mn.wAuKa. Woo.
countries . a n d
survived in Denmark · until the
~1 i d d 1 e of the
i9th C en t u r y
when it wa s replaced b y t h e Wonderfal, new device, guidell 1oar band c.orrects
ar ...-itintr in few day I. Big lmprovemen\ fn three
Eystem of family ou_r•.
No failarea . Complete oatl~ne FkEE.
<~to C. J. O<~Doot, Dept,~~
St. Loooa, lolo.
names.

"Brought Me $1000 In Cash!"
the

aaysli'oHtes chorue·clrt."One hour at:ter

SHEIK GOOD LUCK
art-tend eave me 11000 caah."Othere ur tt brin&:aluck tn love, BUC·

--~""-

c esa, tiapplness. su ...~r flnleb.

DON'T SEND A PENNY!
5

!':l.,~~:r/il~78~ft::
i! is?/c;f~s'!:?
paJter .ttrip for aize; •t.te if f or mao,
woman, boy or cirl. Ord•rtodayl

~r~J~M~~~::~:~~tl.~~~~AIII._.i._~~ID

Reduce Your Weight!

G

taught almost any one at home. Small cost.
Send TODAY 2-cent stamp for particulars
and proof.
GEORGE W. Sl\fiTH
Room S-2, 125 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria, lll.

I

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

SECRET SERVICE
LATEST ISSl"ES
1321 The Rrntly~ and the ::\larble Statue: or, Three Days
of Mystt>ry.
1322 " anrl the Rlrd of Prey: or. Shadowing the Crooks
or Gotham.
J!l23 " Annr~hl•t Cn~e: or. After the Bomh Throwers.
l!l24 " and the C!pht>r Message; or, Traced by a Telegram.
1!l2il " On t h P Ratnri!n :v Special; or, Betray~d by 11
Bagi!.'Oge ChPck.
1326 " Anrl thP Hlrlden lllan: or. Th e Hnunted Honse
on thp Filii.
1!127 " In th" Tolls: or. The ,Mystery ot the r retty
MllllnPr.
1328 " r. nrl tl1E' YPllow Jar: or. The GrPRt PPrlPY
Pol•onln<r Case
·
·
t!l20 " ('l1lne~P Clew: ot. TbP. !!erret DE-ns of Pt>ll
StreE>t
,
1:1.10 " In n Fog :or. Trn,.klntr n Gantr of FnrgPrs.
'~31
.. T, Jttlp !':py: f)r. n qrk Wn~k In tl1P f':lnm•.
133~ " . nn rl the Rro,dway Gamh1"r": or. The Search
for the Knight• ~>f tl1e Moon.
1!1.~3 "
!':rwer !;prrPt: nr. WPirrl Work 11ndprground.
1!l34 " An<l thP Hang-InA' House; or. A Mystery of the
Pa 11 •n rl es.
F o t 8B.Ie b:v nil neWAfleal er ll', or wilt be e:f'nt to a n y atl~
rlress on recei p t o f prlc(", Be. t>er

(' 0 1JY,

ln

mon ~ y 0 1"

l)of\ ..

faKe si a m ps.

The price. of the following: numbers is 10 cents.
1!l38

••

1339

"

1340

"

; 343

"

anrl thP !':nh'<''"Y Mystery: or, .Tracking n Gang
of C'onntPrft>ltPr•.
and thP Wblte Ranrl: or, The• Sign or the Silver Cr(l""·
anil Loci< Bo"< Nf> 11: or. Sol~lng n Po~t-Office
Mv•ter:v.
nnrl· t11~ YPllow ('rnnk~: or. Th~ Chnsp for the
Clllnfr~c...

P fnmond~ .

1~49

"

Strnn)!est Cnse: or, The !':k~1PtOn ln the WPII .
aJHl the !'1~hoo1 Boy:· or, H o t Work on the
Rrnndou Ca•e .
nnrl tl>" 'Fo rger! ChPck; or, Convicted by an
Ink )fork.
Ile•t Trick: nr. Th e <"lu~ In thP Gins• .Tnr.
nnt1 th e ('ra~ksmen: or, A D~spPrnte Gam~ for
Millions.
In thl' f'onJ Jlfine; or, Thp Mystpry or Shaft
No . 10
nnt't tllP Vooilnn Qne~n: or. A nark Case from
!':" n .Tnnn Hill.
nprl thP B'Oy !'1py: or, Solving n Recre t of SPven

1 ~50

"

nncl fl•" :'lri••in:r :\foney : or. Shallowing a Sus-

q4 2 ..
1343 "
•:144

"

1:\45 "
1:146 "
, :147

"

1:\48 ..

Yertr~.

f\PC'tPfl

1:\51

"

, ~:;2

"

':\53 "

~ffl n

CJ>inntown Case: or, The Hldrl~n Den of Pell
Rtr~et. .
nnrl fh p n nn h1P Dn<rgers: or. Th e Rt>c ret Sl .a:n
of VPnsrNtnc~.
unrl "nld Brea k lock": or, Trapping a D esperatP.
Crook ,

The orice of the followin"' numbers is 7 Cents
,:\~!

"

1355

"

1:m6

"

;:157

"

1:\58

"

:159

"

':\60 "
i:\Gl

"

.:\62

•·

1:163

"

:\G!

"

•:165 "
1:\66

"

On n Raid: or, Rnnnding Up tl1e Clrcn~ Fnkirs.
anrl tllP !':nake Charm er: or, The Search for
the Hlniloo Idol .
After the Bronx Burglars; or, 1'\nbbing the Gas
Honse Gang.
nnrl thP Dumb Boy; or, Tlle Fate of Messenger
No. !l.
and thP Blind Chinaman: or, The WbltP Sln,•es
of ;\lott Str~et.
Tmckhll! n ;'>keleton Arm: or. The <;lew In
the TreP..
nnr1 •I" Foctorv :Roy; or, T~P Mystery of the
Mill Pond.
anrl the Poisoned P en; or. Follin I!.' a Dt>•pHnte
Plot.
Chnslnl! the Rln ck Crook; or, Roh •lntr n Fifth
AYPnue :'lly~tery.
anrl fhP RnnkPr's Boy; or, The Kidnappers of
i\lnllwrr~· Benrl.
After the Gold Brick )fan: or, Cbnsin~ a Gang
or Rwlndlprs.
and the Diamoncl Heart: or, The l\Iystt> ry of
a Mummy.
Red GloYe Clew: or, The Secr et Hand of SeYen.

F o r snl e by a ll newo<lea ler&, or will be @ont to any
· d (\.ress on receipt or price, 7c, per copy, in mon ey or
:~ ostage

st ampH.

H ARRY E . WOLF F, Publisher, Inc.
166 W&>.st 23d Street
N ew York City

Useful, Inst ructive. and Amusing:. The:v contain
Valuable Information on Almost
EverY Subiect.
No. 52. HO W T O P LAY CARDS.-A com plete and
bandy )jttle book, giving the ru les a n d f ull d irect'lon s
fo r playing Euchre, Cri bbage, Casino, Forty-Fiv e._.~
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auctio n Pitch, Alt.-J;
Fours, and m a ny other popular games ot cn rd s.
No. M . H OW TO KEEP AN D l\I ANAGE PE TS .Giving complete informntlnn as to the manner nnfl met hod of r " l s lng, ke ~ ping , taming. hret>ding an•.! managi n g
nil kinds of pets: nl~o giYing full in•t r uctlons for makIng cn .£ es, e tc. Fully e:<plalnPd hy t"·enty-<>lght Illus trations.
No. 56. HOW TO BECO~IE A.."' ENGINEE R-Co n taining full Instructions how to become a locomotive
Pngineer; also direc tions for building a model loco motive: togeth~r with a full description of everything an
enginee r should know.
No. 58. DOW TO BE 'A DETECTIVE. -By Old King
Brady, the well-known cletectlve. In which he Ia vs down
. orne valua b le rules for beginners, onfl also relotes some
adventures of well -known d etectives.
No. 60. HOW -:J;O BECO)IE A PBOTOGRAPH E R.Contalnlng useful mformatton regarding the Camera anti
how to wwk it; also how to make Photographic- Magic
fl~~s\~;nnted:IW es and other Transparents. Handsomel y
No . 64. HOW TO iUAKE EI,ECTRICAL MAClff:S-.;-~
-Containing ~ull di_rectlons for making el~ctrlcal· rna:
cblnPs, ln!lnrtton co 11~. dynamo5. and many novel toys
J~~~~r~·f:dked by electricoty. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully

<"'

No. G5. JIIULDOON'S JOKES.- The most original
joke book ever puhli~hed, and it is brimful of wit and
humor. It contains n large co ll ection of song~. jokes,
conundrums, etc., or Terrence 1\-luldoon, the great wit
humorist nnd pra ct oca l joker of the day
'
. No. 66. BOW TO DO PUZZT,ES.-Contnlning- over
three hundPed Inter esti n g puzzles nnd conundrum s with
kP:v, to •am e. A complete lJook. Fully llln•trntpd'
:;"''!· 67. HOW TO I>O ELECTRICAL TRICKS.:_Contaunng n larg~ coll P.rtion , of instructive and highl y
nmu•lu:r electrical trtcks. together with illustrations
B)· A. Ande1~on.
'
.
N?·. 68. HOW TO DO CJIE)IICAL TRICKS -Con talnmg over onP hundred highly amusing and l;o•tructlve tri cks wlth chemicals. By A Anders on
Handsomely Ulnstratecl.
·
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND. - Con talnl.nf, over fifty of the latest and bt>st trick used by
IJ?RgJ c ~ns. Also containing the secret or second slgbt
Fully Illustrated. By A. Anderson
·
N o. 74. HOW T O W R ITE LETTERS CORRECTLY
-Co ntaining fu11 instructions for writing letters on
almost any snhject: also rules for Jlun ctuat!on and
co mpo•itlon. with s peci men letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORT UNES BY THE HAND
-Containing rules for t elling fortunes by the aid•
lines of the ~and . or, the secret of palmistry. Also the • "
~ecret of t elhng- futnre events by nld of moles marks ""
scars, etc. Jllustra ted.
'
'
No. 77. BOW T O D O F ORTY TRICKS W I T H
CA.RDS.-Contnlnlng deceptive Card Tricks as performed
hy lending conjurers and magicians. Arrnuged for horne
amusement. Fully 111u~trnted.
No. 80. GUS W JJ,LIAi\IS' JOKE BOOK.- Contalnlng
the lntP~t jokes, anecdotes and funny stories or th is
world-renowned German comPdinn. Sl:<ty-four pages;
handsomp colorer! cover, containing a half -tone photo
or the author.
No. S3. HOW. TO DO PAL~llSTRY.-Containlug the
most approved methods of rending the lines on the band
together with n full explanation of their meaning. Also
Pxplalnlng- phrenolog-y, and the key for te11!ng charact er bv the humps on the bead . By Leo Hugo Koch
A. C. ·s. Full~· 111ustrated.
'
No. 83. H OW T O BY'PNOTIZE.- Contninlng valnable
and Instructive Information regarding the s cience of h ypnotism. Also ex!)lalnlng the most approved mrthod s
wUrh arr rm pi <' "Prl bv th~ learlln:r hypnot i st~ of t he
world. By Leo Tin!!o Koch, A. B. S.

ot

For sale by all newsd ea lers, or w ill be st.nt to any
11d dress on recei p t of price, 10c. p er copy,
In money or s t am ps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher. Inc.
New York
166 West 23d Street

Cit~

f

